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Art stirs contr overs y
By Nancy Roberts
The notice on the door of the
UNH art gallery reads like a
movie rating ... warning visitors
that some of the works in the
exhibition may be considered
ina p·propriate, and parental
discretion is advised.
Minors are not allowed to
view the exhibit without a
parent or guardian.
The reason behind this warning is a series of eighteen
paintings called "The Catharsis
Series," created by Bachelor of
Fine Arts candidate Dean Shelley for his senior thesis.
On April 18, right before the
preparation for the BF A exhibit,
Shelley was alerted that his
paintings were considered to
be sexually explicit, an<l showing
them in a public gallery may be
offensive to certain people.

The paintings, homoerotic
in nature, ·reveal the nude male
figure or figures in various
stages of intimacy. The figures,
which are placed in a small and
very dark setting, are the backdrop for the vibrant, unnaturalistic color bleeding from the
canvas.
According to Shelley, he paint~
ed the series under the guidance
of the studio faculty in the BFA
program. Once every month
during the semester, the faculty
would critique his work, and
they had always given him their
full support.
After viewing Shelley's work,
President Gordon Haaland
called a meeting of administration officials and members of
the art department to discuss
how they could honor Shelley's·
right to express his ideas whil~

ensuring sensitivity to the pub-\
lie' s feelings.
Shelley was not invited to this
meeting.
According to Michael McConnell, the art department chairman, a solution for showing
Shelley· s work was agreed upon.
"We decided to design the show
so viewers who want to see it
have free access to it," said
McConnell, "while we are providing reasonable avoidability."
Shelley's exhibit is the only
BFA exhibit where the walls
close off leaving only a small
place for an entrance. "Mine
looks like a closet," said Shelley,,
"but I think that's drawing more
attention co my pa~ntings."
Gallery director Vicki Wright
designed the exhibit. "I felt all
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Fecte au is found guilty ·
incident, who was 19 at the time,
Gary Fecteau, the man pre- said she was attacked by a man
viously charged with raping one who entered her bedroom shortfemale UNH student and at- ly after she went to bed. The
tempting to rape another, was attack was interrupted by her
found guilty of both charges at roommate, who returned to
the Strafford County Superior their apartment.
The victim and her roommate
Court on Wednesday.
had a few seconds to look
only
occured
incidents
two
The
two _years ago on June 2, 1987 at Fecteau, but they said they
in Dover and June 29, 1987 in were 99 percent sure that Fecteau was the man in their
Durham.
Fecteau, 22, is already serving apartment.
The 22-year-old victim of the
a 3 l /2 to 7 year sentence at state
prison for burglary with intent June 29 incident, who was
to assault. In that incident, blindfolded and raped in her
Fecteau grabbed a l 7 -year-old : apartment in Durham, also ·
woman from behind after en- positively identified Fecteau in
tering her apartment. The girl a photo lineup at the Durham
managed to run away and alert Police Department.
She also stated that her asher father who kept Fecteau on
the premises until the police sailant had a beard.
Fecteau's father, grandmotharrived.
Fecteau's attorney, Lynn er and wife, however, all tesAaby, said in her opening state- tified that Fecteau had shaved
off his beard on June 6, 1987.
ments that rape is a horrible
Assistant County Attorney
crime, but convicting an innocent man would be even more Janice Rundles stated in her
dosing statement that the state
horrible.
of New Hampshire had proven
The question of positive
a reasonable doubt Gary
beyond
issue
central
a
was
identification
Fecteau was the man who atin the case.
tacked these women throug~
The victim of the June 2

By Elyse Decker

·.,., \\ "fJ

the testimonies of the police and .
the victims.
Rundles told the jury they
needed to question the validity
of the fam-t ly's testimonies
concerning the date Fecteau
shaved off his beard.
"We can all have sympathy.
No family member wants to
believe a family member could
have committed these acts, but
you must look at their connection with this case and their
interest in the outcome," Rundles continued.
Rundles said that Fecteau left
his "signature" on his crimes
because they were all so similar.
His victims were all young and
physically attractive.
He followed each of them into
their homes and attacked them.
Maintaining his innocence
throughout the trial, Fecteau
said he was "not at all guilty."
Fecteau will be sentenced in
about 30 days.
In addition to the prison term
he is already serving, Fecteau·
could receive a maximum sentence of 22 years in prison.
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You know it's spring when you see the flying ring. (Mike Farnham photo)

There will soon be phones, slightly smaller than this, in many
dorm rooms on campus. (Mike Parnham photo)

Dorm phon es to
to be instal led
By Neal McCarthy
The first phase of a fully
electronic, state of the art
communication system will be
installed next semester at UNH.
According to Charlie Simpson, UNH director of telecommunications, the new network,
known as the Student Services
Program, will go into effect in
September. It will provide local
telephone service for each room
in nine of the university's
dormitories.
These residence halls will
include Devine, Williamson,
Christensen, Hubbard, Babcock,
Hunter, Stoke, the Minidorins,
and the U ndergrauate Apartment Complex.
The ultimate goal of this five
year plan, said Simpson, is for
every room on campus to be
equipped with a complete voice,
video ~nd data system.

wide surveys have abo revealed
that 85 percent of students
wanted phones in their rooms.
The program, which after two
years finally gained appro~al
from UNH President Gordon
Haaland and Executive Vice
President George Kinnear, will
make the Department of Telecommunications the second
largest telephone company in
the state.
The department currently .
caters to over four thousand
staff, faculty and administrative
phones on campus, according
to Simpson. The Student Services Program will virtually
double the size of their service.
Simpson said that one of their
goals will be to keep costs less
or equal to New England Telephone.
Although the department
won't supply standard phones
for each room, students will be
able to rent phones for five
dollars a month. Most students,
however, used their own phones
in the pilot studies, said Simpson.

Students will be able to use
computers accessed to a campus
data base, talk to other computers and eventually have television hook-ups in their own
rooms.
Simpson said he believes that
If students don't wish to
the network will make the '
subscribe to the program, hall
educational experience a whole
phones will still be available.
lot different. "It's the beginning
An option would, therefore, be
of a new era in electronic
available for these students to
he
communication for UNH,"
receive an authorization code
said, "and we hope it will take
for long distance calls and
century."
us into the 21st
subsequent monthly billing.
Pilot programs have been
Although Simpson termed
conducted by the department
as UNH's belated entry into
this
both
in
for the past two years
the information age, he said he
Williamson and Hunter Halls
thinks we're headed in the right
to see if there was a demand for
direction. "Computers and telthe network.
ecommunications are the way
The subscription rate for the to the future educationally," he
two dormitories during this said, "and this program will
period was nearly 100 percent, enhance the learning process
according to Simpson. Campus- atUNH."
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Nudists unwrap frOm the everyday conformity
By John Robert

I

I took the turn-off for the
!
Cedar Waters Nudist Park on
Route 125 in Northwood and
encountered an old lady whom
I asked for directions.
She gave them in a disapproving tone. "Its down the road to
the road to your right ... or something like that!"
I should have felt ashamed
of myself for the way that wise
old person had talked to me, but
it just made me more excited
than ever. I started to wonder
if this was a secret vacationland
for Hugh Hefner's corps of
Playboy bunnys.
I knocked on the door of the
Cedar Waters off ice trailer at
the mouth of the dirt road that
led into the park, expecting to
find a perfectly proportioned
blond beauty dressed in her
birthday suit on the other side
of the door.
It turned out to be a clothed ·
5 ft. 2 in. innocent looking
woman in her early thirties
whose voice was sweeter than
my own mother's.
The cool and arrogant Hugh
Hefner type I expected to find
ordering around his playmates
didn't materialize either. The
owner of the camp turned out
to be a six foot-three inch pale _The sign hints at fun in the sun
man with a muttonchops moustache and a big nose buried deep
This could be no further from
between the pages of an ac- · the truth. One of the main rules
counting book.
of the camp is that excessive
These two people were Mary physical contact in any way will
and Terry Bosner; The nudist not be tolerated. Mary said that
couple that own and operate the there is more sexual promiscuity
park.
around the beaches of N .H. than
They informed me the pre- in her trailer park. "It's just like
conceptions I had about the any other trailer park," she said.
camp were very normal. Most
This rule has been violated
of the people that don't know on occasion by people who don't
· anything about nudist parks know the rules of the camp.
think nudists are preoccupied
According to Mary, one day
with sex.

for those with bare buns. (Sharon Donovan photo)
last summer a young couple in
their twenties arrived and started to have sexual intercourse
in front of the whole park on
a picnic tabJe.
The park staff was forced to
interrupt their act and escort
them out of the park.
It was later learned that the
man had used their place as a
safe haven for an extramarital
affair. "He thought he was going
to fit right in by_doing what he

was doing. He found out that
he was wrong," said Mary.
The owners believe that becoming a nude is a way to break
free from the stress that our
conformist society can foster.
In fact, most of the people
that frequent the park hold high
stress jobs in such fields as
investment banking ,real estate,
and air traffic control. "Its
almost like a religous experience
for them," Mary said.

One of the guests that came
to the park last summer was so
relieved at taking off his clothes
that he didn't want to leave on
the Sunday he was schedeuled
to.
He eventually had to be
counselled_by one of the other
nudists in the camp who happened to be a psychologist.
Terry said that the man experienced true freedom and didn't
want to go back to the other
world."
UNH sociology professor,
Dr. Karl Pillemer said he believes the nudist camp has a
dub-like atmosphere and it
makes people feel good to be
around sympathetic and likeminded people.
"People are the same if they
have their clothes on or off. The
satisfaction they are feeling is
their succesful escape from the
rest of society," said Pillemer.
He also feels that the social
controls over the nudes in the
parks are greater because they
have to repress certain sexual
impuilses that might emerge
on seeing a naked person.
Mary has been a nudist herself
for four years. She confessed
that she was a"tough nut to
crack" when it came to exposing
herself in public.
Her father-in-law, who
founded Cedar Waters, asked
her one day how she could wear
a wet rag around her body. This
prompted her to try the nudist
lifestyle.
She spent three weeks on the
beach of Cedar Waters Lake
observing how people reacted
to' each other being nude.
It eventually occurred to her
that she was the oddball of the
beach by wearing a bathingsuit.
NUDIST, page 18
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general election

space shuttle

In C~pe Town, South Africa yesterday, President
P·.W. Botha announced a general election will be
held on September 6. He is expected to retire soon
afterwards.
The eleetion will be the first in which white,
mixed-race, and Asian voters will cast ballots on
the same day for three segregated chambers of
Parliament. The most recent general election was
held in 1987.
South Africa's black majority continues to have
no vote in national affairs and no representation
in Parliament.

From the Kennedy Space Center in Cape
Canaveral, Florida yesterday, the space shuttle
Atlantis and robot -craft Magellan made its way
into space on a mission to get America's planetary
exploration program back in business.
After the launch, Atlantis' five-member crew
deployed the $550 million Magellan spacecraft into
deep space - the first in 11 years - to begin a 15month voyage to,Venus. The vrew members will
be spending the next rwo days orbiting 184 miles
above ·the earth.

Rus.~ians get right
to strike

Korean students riot

r

In Moscow on Wedenesday, after a wave of
Wildcat strikes, the Soviet Government decided
to give labor unions the legal right to strike for
the first time, the chief of Soviet trade unions said
in an interview published yesterday. The proposed
law was published after independent stikes and
walk-outs by coal miners, librarians, auto workers,
bus drivers, and others.
Legalizing strikes is part of a new draft law that
will increase the independence and power of Soviet
unions, which have traditionally been kept under
the strict rnntrol of industrial management, the
provision purports. The law will be enacted later
this year.

Pr.esident Roh Tae Woo of South Korea urged
"steadfast patience" last night after six riot police
officers died in a clash with radical students earlier
in the day. Officials said the incident in Pusan started ·
Tuesday night when students at Dongui University
caught five police officers and held them hostage
on the seventh floor of the library. The hostagetaking was part of a wide series of protests on Korean
campuses in recent weeks aimed at the Government
and increases in the University's tuition charges.
After 5 a.m. yesterday, hundreds of riot policemen
stormed the library, and as they scaled ·a paint
thinner-soaked barricade, students set fire to it.
Several police officers died of burns, and others
threw themselves out windows to escape heavy
smoke news-agency reports said.

- ·North--fou.nci guiffy ori·
3 counts
In a Washington Federal Court yesterday, Oliver
North was found guilty on three of the twelve
charges he faced related to his activities with the
National Security Council for which he_helped direct
the Reagan Administration's secret attempts to
help Nicaraguan rebels.
North was found guilty of falsifying and destroying
documents; obstruction of Congress in creating
false and misleading chronologies of events in the
Iran-Contra affair, and of accepting an illegal gratuity
- a home ~ecurity system - from Iran-Contra .~odefendant Richard Secord. North could get a
maximum sentence of ten years in prison and face
$750,000 in fines.

New Hampshire plans
hike in minimum wage
In Concord, New Hampshire, Governor Judd
Gr~gg said yesterday that the state has accepted
a fact-finder's recommendation that would give
state employees a five percent pay raise - 10¢ - by
the end of this year and another five percent raise
next year.
Gregg said the recommendation would mainta.ip
the same basic health and benefits package. The
plan also increases pay for employees who work
night or weekend shifts and includes special
differential rates for nurses. The recommendation
was _more expensive than the state had expected,
bur it calls for a fair resolution to a complicated
negotiation, <;:iregg ·said.
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AID S eme rgin g on
your own doo rste p
By Karen McDonald
Imagine being in a family of
four in which you were the only
one that wasn't infected with
the AIDS virus.
Your father was a hemophiliac and eventually the disease
was transferred to your mother.
Unfortunatel y your mother was
unaware of the disease and
conceived a son who got the
disease genetically.
You, however, were conceived before your mother was
infected and, therefore, the
disease was not transferred to
you.
Sounds virtually impossible,
right? Guess again. This story
is true and it happened in your
own backyard, in New Hampshire.
Dr. C. Fordham Von Reyn,
chief of infectious diseases,
?iscussed this very same topic
rn a lecture,"AIDS in NH: The
First 100 Cases,"to approximately 40 faculty and students
on Tuesday.
"It's not very often that you hear
about AIDS in your own back
door," said Von Reyn.

ti;/':~
The UNH Jazz Band, putting on another fine show. (Ben Frazier photo)

Sex ual assa ult expl aine dBy Susan Flynn
Strafford County Attorney
Lincoln Soldati cited jurors' preconceived myths as the biggest
obstacle in prosecuting sexual
assaults cases.
Soldati said the biggest lie
about the myths is that women
use rape as simply a way to get
back at men.
"In my seven years of prosecuting I have never, never come
across a case when a woman was
using the criminal process to
get back at someone," said
Soldati.
Soldati spoke to a group of
40 students yesterday in McConnell Hall about the factors that
constitute a sexual assault and
the difficulties in prosecuting
these cases.
No one could sustain a lie for
that long in an extremely traumatic trial, such as in a rape,
added Soldati.
Soldati asked the audience to
imagine a pleasant sexual experience. Then to stand in front
of the class and describe what

they imagined.
According to Soldati what
clothes your partner was wearing in that experiene, how the
clothes were removed, how you
were lying down, how you were
standing up, how your legs were
positioned and how long you
had sex, were all important
factors to remember.
He explained that it ,is difficult to describe, in detail, a
pleasant sexual experience in
front of strangers. It would be
a "horrifying experience" in the
the case of an unpleasant experience, said Soldati.
. Ma?y people believe that rape
~s ~ cnme_ of sex, bnt in actuality,
tt 1s a cnme of violence, said
Soldati.
In New Hampshire, the only
evidence necessary to prosecute
an assault case is the victim's
testimony. Soldati added that
it is very rare when any sort of
lab evidence is present in a trial.
"Basically it comes down to
an issue of credibility, when
dealing with an assault case,"

a good addition."
"I know him well as a scientist
and know he can deliver good,
clear talks." Arnoldy also added
that Torbert's previous teaching
evaluations were good and that
he would most likely be scheduled a sophomore level physics
class.
Before his experience at Alabama, Torbert was a member
of the faculty at the University
of California at San Diego.
Presently Torbert is involved
in an experiment involving
rocket launches that are designed to test theories on the
origin of the solar system by
exposing certain gases in the
atmosphere.
Torbert is expected in the
future to be testing other experiments involving rockets and
also some with satellites, Arnoldy said. "We are really glad
to have him."

Von Reyn also commented
on AIDS in the work environment.
'.'No one can be forced to take
an AIDS test," said Von Reyn.
The NH law says that one does
not have to take the test if
he/she has not consented.
He. talked about a time in
which a secretary said to a newly
hired employee over the phone,
"Oh yes, didn't you hear? Your
AIDS test was positive."
According to Von Reyn the
man was astonished because he
wasn't even informed that he
had been tested for AIDS. After
he tried to press charges against
the company, he learned that
the test was a false positive.
In his presentation, Von Reyn
also discussed the global aspects
of AIDS, especially in Africa.

According to Von Reyn the
son and the father of that family
said Soldati. It all depends upon · are dead now. The mother is still
"Daily funerals are common
which story the jury believes.
alive struggling with the disease. in urban Africa," said Von Reyn.
But, unfortunatel y many times
There has been 102 recorded Africa accounts for the second
the jury has already been effectAIDS cases in NH, of which half largest number of AIDS cases
ed by many of the stereotypical the victims have died, said Von in the world, North America
attitudes towards rape.
having the largest.
Reyn.
Soldati spoke about the case
Question and answer period
first
the
1981
15,
July
On
where a woman was raped in
person from NH was treated covered topics such as hemoCentral Park by four teenagers.
for AIDS and died 16 days later. philia, barriers to the infection,
He said that if the woman was
He was among the first 30 and the "Chinese Cucumber."
unable to remember her assaiAccording to Von Reyn, the
people from NH to get the
lants then the case may not be
"Chinese Cucumber," which is
disease.
able to go to trail.
"The number of cases con- a new potential treatment to
Unless lab evidence, such as
tinues to increase every year," the virus, is being tested in
sperm from one of the males
said Von Reyn. "The good news animals to see how effective it
'
can be found, he said.
is that the rate of rise is falling may be. "It will be years from
The most difficult sexual
now until we know if it will
off."
assault cases for Soldati have
work."
have
cases
of
number
The
ASSAULT, page 5

Haaland add ress es Smi th Hall
By Tracy Henzel
Gordon Haaland answered
questions from students in
Smith Hall last night involving
a variety of issues.

Leading phy sicis t
to teac h at UNH
By Melissa Bane
The leading research scientist
responsible for a successful
NASA rocket launch experiment will soon be arriving at
UNH to launch off his own
ideas inco the physics department.
Professor Roy Torbert, presently an associate professor of
physics at the University of
Alabama at Huntsville, is expected to arrive at the UNH
Institute for the Study of Earth,
Oceans and Space, (UNHEOS) this coming June. Professor Roger Arnoldy, the current
associate director of UNHEOS whom Torbert will be
working with in a joint effort,
feels Torbert's credentials support him strongly.
According co Arnoldy of the
UNH physics department, the
arrival of Professor Torbert to
the UNH community "will be

been .doubling every year, said
Von Reyn. This year alone NH
has 200 AIDS cases. By the year
1993 the projected growth is
expected to be up to 1,925.
According to Von Reyn's
statistics, the largest number
of AIDS cases reported in NH
have been in Hillsboroug h
Rockingham, Grafton, Strafford
and Merrimack.

Although students expressed
conc 7r_ns about classes, living
co~dmons, and parking, their
mam dilemna dealt with the fate
of Smith Hall and its residents.
Smith Hall is slated to receive
extensive renovations next year
which will result in the displacement of the students who live
there.
A controversy now exists
between the administratio n and
the residents over where the
residents will live during the
renovation process.
"Maintaining Smith Hall and
all of its cultural activites during
the up and coming renovations
is our p_rimary concern" pleaded
the Smith Hall council.

I
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Pres. Gordon Haaland making a -point with students last night
in Smith Hall. (Mike Parnham photo)

"How and when this will be
accomplishe d?" was foremost
on the minds of all who left the
meeting.
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:ONTBESPOT
""

What are you doing this summer?

"I am going to catch some tasty
waves and a cool buzz."

"Working and spending time
with my boyfriend."

Mike Berube

Jennifer Ricard

Freshman

Freshman

"Take a summer course, find
the true meaning of peace, and
hang around with Steve."

ff/ am going to travel and work

in my free time. "
Lisa Russo

Eric Klein
Freshman
Sophomore
Political Science

Civil Eng.

Business Admin.
Business Admin.

f _i \. I• j""
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"Mock Rape" for awar eness
- By Karen McDonald
UNH will hold a mock "date
rape" trial on Wednesday, May
10, in which a real judge and
attorneys will be present and
actively involved, according to
a university press release.
The trial will begin at approximately 6 p.m. in the Granite
State Room of the MUB.
"The purpose of the trial is
to educate and sensitize UNH
students to the issues of consent
and sexual violence," said Ellen

Goodman, coordinator of the
Sexaul Harassment and Rape
Prevention Program.
According to the press release, Goodman said that the
trial will immitate the actual
proceedings of a criminal trial.
Superior Court Judge Joseph
Nadeau will conduct the trial,
with Lincoln Soldati, Strafford
County Attorney as the prosecutor, and Allan Cronheim and
Philip Utter, Exeter Public
Defenders, as the defense.

Leann Fenner and Julia Douglass, UNH residental life, will
act as the victim and the victim's
roommate. Andy Comeau, theater major, will play as the perpetrator, according to the press
release.
Faculty and staff, Greek,
international and commuter
students from the university will
make up the jury and UNH
theater instructor, William Rogers, will be in charge of the art
direction.

Polic e nab UNH dope deale r
By Moses Daly
Matthew D. Halvorson, a
UNH senior, was arrested by
Durham police Monday night
and charged with one count of
selling a controlled drug.
Last December, 23 year old
Halvorson, originally from Ease

Dennis, Ma., sold a small quantity of marijuana ro an undercover agent at his apartment
at Strafford Place.

Attorney General's Drug Task
Force, is expected to end with
more arrests said Sgt. Paul
McCann, a Durham Police detective.
The arrest, pare of a threeHalvorson, who is free on
month investigation that began _
$750 personal recognizance bail,
early in December between the will be arraigned in Durham
Durham Police and the state District Courc on June 13.

------ARTSHO~-----~
along that it was important to
show the work," Wright said.
According co Wright, the
administration never considered
removing Shelley's work from
the show, but when it was
brought to Shelley and his fellow
students' attention that these
paintings were somewhat controversial and decisions needed
to be made on how they should
be shown, rumors started co fly.
The seven ocher BF A students threatened to pull their
work from the show if Shelley
was not permitted to put his
paintings on display. "They
were very supportive," said
Shelley. "Everyone felt pretty

(continued from page 1)
strongly about the censorship."
Shelley's paintings are now
on display, but they are subject
to the constraints placed on
them by the administration.
According to McConnell everyone is pleased with the design
Qf the exhibition, but the public
has not had much time to
res pond to it.
Claire Queeney, a freshman
who saw the exhibit on the day
that it opened did not feel that
the warning was necessary.
"Some people might be
shoc~ed_," ~.he said, "but hey... that s life".
Shelley is slightly disturbe~ _

by the whole experience.
"My goal is to get people to
look at homosexual life for the
first time ... and see homosexuality in their lives," Shelley
said. "It was the first time I felt
I was doing something good or
worthwhile."
By paintmg ..:he series, Shelley
said he was purging himself of
"a lot of incredibly painful
feelings as a result of coming
to terms with my own homosexuality.
"The warning makes me feel
like my work is pornography,"
added Shelley. "I didn't paint
them as a turn-on."

----- -ASS AUL T---- ----

<coq:tin~;d f~m page 3)
been sexual assault cases involv- pnson with a $2,000 fine.
ing grandfathers and granAccording to Solditi a felondaughters.
ious sexual assault is when a
He added that juries don't person subjects another person
want to believe these things
to sexual contact and causes
happen. Soldati has worked on personal injury to the victim
six cases such as these, and ' under any circumstance.
hasn't yet received a conviction.
If a person engages in sexual
In instances of sexual assault penetration with another peron children, Soldati said it is son, other than their legal
difficult to make children idenspouse, under the age of 16,
tify their perpetrators. "We he/she could be charged with
can't put 2-year-olds on the a felony. If found guilty, the
witness stand," said Soldati.
maximum penalty is 3-7 years
Soldati oulined the different
in the state prison.
classifications of sexual assault.
Third, a sexual assault occurs
_The key ingredient when clas- when a person subjects another
sifying aggrava~ed felonious
person who is 13 years of age
sexual assaults is 'sexual peneor older to sexual contact under
tration.
any circumstances. This crime
If convicted, the maximum
is a misdemeanor and maximum
pe~alty is 7-15 years in the state
penalty is one year in a house

of correction and a $1,000 fine.
Soldati's office deals with
male and female rape victims,
from immediately after the
assault until the time of the trial.
Their victim assistance program
has helped many people to come
forward with their cases because
they know they will be treated
with greater sensitivity, said
Soldati.
Since the development of the
program, Soldati said his office
has gone from a 50/50 perecent
conviction rate to one of 90
percent.
"One UNH student told me
she never could have made it
through if it wasn't for our
victim assistance program," said
Soldati.
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FRIDAY, MAY 5
MEN'S LACROSSE - vs. Vermont, 3 p.m.
BASEBALL - vs. Holy Cross, 3 p.m.
NH INTERNATIO NAL SEMINAR - '.'Khurshid Ahmad:
Muslim Activist- Economist." Presented by Dr. lohn L.
Esposito, College of Holy Cross, and R. John 0. Vol, UNH.
Room 1925, Alumni Center, 4 p.m.
ART EXHIBITION RECEPTION - Art Galleries, Paul Arts,
6-8 p.m.

SATURDAY, MAY 6
UNH SPRING HORSE TRIALS ~ Dressage competition.
Green Acres Farm, Freshet Road, Dover, 8 a.m., free.
Information: 862-1174
SPRING SHOWCASE PRESENTATIO N - Opera Workshop,
"Sister Angelica" and "Gianni Schicchi," two one-act operas
~ Puccini with guest artist Mark Andrew Cleveland. Jonnson
Theater, 7 p.m., $2 benefits department scholarships.
UNH SPRING HORSE TRIALS - Cross-country endurance,
and stadium jumping phases. UNH Light Horse Center,
Mast Road, Durham, 8 a.m. Information: 862-1174.
HONORS CONVOCATIO N - Keynote speaker, Lennard
Fisk. UNH Field House, 2 p.m.
MUSO FILM - "39 Steps." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 & 9:.30
p.m.
INTERNATION AL FOLK DANCING - Learn dances from
around the world. Beginners welcome, no partner necessary.
Room 104, New Hampshire Hall, 7:30-10 p.m., free.
UNH CONCERT CHOIR AND UNH SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA. - Cleveland Howard and Robert Eshbach, directing.
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.

MONDAY,M AY8
SHOWCASE PRESENTATI ONS - Students perform
numbers from American Musical Theater "A Broadway
Memory_._., A musical review honoring golden years of the
"Great White Way." Hennes-sy Theater, Paul Arts, 7 p.m.,
$2 at door.

TUESDAY, MAY 9
LAST DAY OF CLASSES
SHOWCASE PRESENTATIO NS - "Dance," Student dancers
perform works in ballet, jazz, modern dance, and tap. Johnson
Theater, Paul Arts, 7 p.m., $2 at door.

SUBMIT INFORMATIO N TO OFFICE OF STUDENT
ACTIVITIES IN THE MUB. CALL 862-1524 FOR FORMS
AND DEADLINES.

Hew

Halfshire

'

PRlmM•~a
First Clwl,:e ./t>r Quality ...tn,·e /919 ~
T-Shirts

• Hooded Pullovers • Totes • Baseball Caps
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs

f:IHanes

In-House Art Dept

603/431-831 9

Autumn Pond Park. Route IO I. Greenland. NH 01840

CJOJUtn1J

OTICES

THERE'S A- JOB fOR YOU IN A

GENERAL
MUB LOCKERS: Keys for keyed lockers must be
returned for your refund and locks removed from
blue lockers by May 26. Stop in Room 322 in the
MUB. Lockers available for summer rental.
YARD SALES: Amnesty International Group 136
will be holding two yard sales to raise money.
Saturday, April 29, and Saturday, May 6, 53 Cataract
Ave., Dover. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
HIKE: Sponsored by United Campus Ministry.
Head for the mountains with the Waysmeet
Protestand Student Fellowship as we take a hike
on Saturday, May 6, Bring your lunch and gear.
Call 1165 to reserve a spot and for more details.
Saturday, May 6, Waysmeet Protestant Student
Center, 15 Mill Rd. 7 a.m.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP:
Sponsored by UNh Small Business devleopment
Center. "In the Good Times in the Bad Times Financial Management for Small Business" May
16, Lamies Tavern, Hampton, 6:30-9:30 p.m., $30.
For more information call 713-3995.

The American Camping Association (NY) will make your application available to over
300 camps 1n the Northeast. Exciting opportunities for College students and professionals
Positions available: all land and water sports. arts and crafts, drama, music, dance. tripping.
nature. R.N .'s and M.D. 's. Aides , maintenance , kitchen

MEETINGS

College Credit Available. CALL or WRITE for application. AMERICAN CAMPING

UNH 4-H CLUB MEETING: Final meeting of the
year. Bar-BQ at the Poultry Barn. Bring own hot
dog or hamburger and bun. Will have a brief meeting
and election of officers. Tuesday, May 9, UNH
Poultry Barns, 6 p.m.

SUBMIT INFORMATION TO OFFICE OF
STUDENT ACTIVITIES IN THE MUB. CALL
862-1524 FOR FORMS AND DEADLINES.

ASSOCIAT/ON,43 W. 23St .. NY, NY10010, 1-800-777-CAMP

•

CONGATULATIONS.
··

to the

·

PHIMU
Spring Pledge Class
of.89

TteKeyls
You.
Thanks to competent, caring people like you, The Key Program is the region's leader in
services for troubled teens. If you're interested in a human services career with real
meaning, we have the KEY to your success.

~ ~al&k

~

At the Key Program, Inc. of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and New Hampshire, we
specialize in matching human service and criminal justice professionals with casework
they can be proud of; the opportunity to change the course of a troubled life. We're
looking for dedication and enthusiasm in our caseworkers who work with court-involved
and troubled adolescents in both residential and outreach positions.
To join us in our work you need a Bachelor's degree in a related human services field,
plus a car and a valid driver's license. You will enjoy extensive training, a competitive
salary of $17,500 per year and comprehensive benefits in this unique 14-month position. Relocation assistance is available.
Opportunities are available throughout Massachusetts, Rhode Island and southern New
Hampshire. Interested applicants should send their resumes to:

enl1/

3~

oanna,~
~

.se(1/(,{1/ s
cdlrru;~~

We love you guys

The Key Program, Inc.
670 Old Connecticut Path

DIVE

Framingham, MA. 01701
Attention: Personnel
$300 BONUS AVAILABLE

... For new hires with successful completion of a three month probationary period.

into
The
New Hampshire

The

KEY
PROGUM
The New Hampshire
wants YOU to 6€

TECHNICAL SUPERVISOR
If you know how to type, and enjoy greasy pizza,
come pick up an application

intheMUB,

room 151.
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Convocation to
honor students
By Terri Danisevich

Yager, a political science
major from Bedford, said she
plan::, co }!u co law school after
working in a Washington D.C.
law firm next year.
Melissa LaBarge will be presented with che Helen Duncan
Jones Award as the sophomore
woman who h~1.., shown the
''gn:acesc promise and achievement in American citizenship,
leadership and schularship."
according to Pacey Stinson,
A d(Juble major in french and
Registrar office recorder.
In,ernacional Perspectives
The convocation will also
(PIP), LaBarge will be study in
honor the recipients of four
Dijon, France next year.
academic awards.
Caroline Tacy, dean of StuSelected to receive the John den cs off ice exchange
coordiW. McConnell Scholarships are
nator, said the actual decision
Seniors Gina Azevedo, Daphne
making process was very difHillstrom and Mark Anderson,
ficu I c as "so many excellent
an<l Junior Lee Anne Doran.
students were nominated."
According to Jennifer Smith,
Thirry-eight presidential schoa financial aid officer involved
lars will also be recognized for
in the selection, the scholarships maintaining a 3.8
GPA throughwere a warded on the basis of .
out their academic career.
According to an article in The
aca<lemic achievement, contribution to the quality of campus Campus Joitrnal, the featured
speaker at the convocation will
life and financial need.
David Coady, a senior English be Lennard Fisk.
Formerly UNH vice presimajor, will receive the Irskine
Mason Award for the most dent for research and financial
consistent academic progress affairs, Fisk is currently assoand achievement demonstrated ciate administrator for space
applications ar the National
by a senior.
Amy Yager will be awarded Aeronautics and Space Adminthe Dean Williamson Award for istration (NASA).
The ceremony will cake place
recognized scholastic, athletic
an<l excracurr icu lar achieve- Sunday, 2:00 p.m., at the UNH
field house.
ment.

The achievements of approxima cely 1,900 UNH students
will be recognized this Sunday
ac the university's Honors Convocanon ceremony.
The annual ceremony will
honor all undergraduate students who have maintained a
3.2 grade point average (GPA)
for the past two semesters,

Make An Investment In The Future.
Yours And The Environment.
A lot of engineering firms have an
environmental engineering department.
But at GZA. environmental engineering
is our specialty - and everybody knows
it. When government or private industry
needs a firm to handle a large and difficult project, they turn to us. We have
over two decades of experience in all
phases of environmental and geotechnical engineering--from the design and
construction of buildings. dams, tunnels
and airports to wastewater disposal.
environmental permitting, and hazardous waste investigation and management. We pride ourselves on our progressive. informal office atmosphere, our
participatory management style, and
our steadfast commitment to public
health and environmental integrity. And
if you always thought you had to pay a
priee for ideal ism. you were wrong.
Beeause our considerable resources enable us to offer our people a eompensation
paekage that is one of the best in the
industry.
If you're looking for a career with an
engineering firm that is both financially
suecessful and environmentally conscious, GZA is the place to be.

.

Harry Snout sure is
happy someone put
his picture in the NEW
HAMPSHIRE for his
BIRTHDAY!!

. . :•

We have entry-level openings (B.S./M.S.)
in geotechnical and environmental
engineering.

Civil/Geotechnicol
Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Environmental
Engineering
Chemistry
Biology
Toxicology
Industrial Hygiene
Geology
·
Hydrogeology
Send resumes to: Goldberg-Zoino &
Associates, Inc., 320 Needham Street,
Newton Upper Falls, MA 02164,
Attn: Anthony Triano.

'•'.
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So what about your
Friends!!

RIEFER'S
SPORTSWEAR
Student
Organizations
Fraternities
Sororities

Join us as we celebrate
our 150th year.
Choose from over
400 courses.
Day or evening
classes.
Sumtner I clas.5es
begin May 23.
Summer II
classes begin

CALL TODAY:
1-800-274-3337
161 PORTLAND AVE.
DOVER, NH 03820
(603) 743-4763

IRTS - SPORTSWEAR
ECEWEAR - BOXERS

Did you ever wonder
what working at a newspaper

'l.

was REALLY like????????

University
rTerm 1989
nwealrh Avenue
1

02215

July 5.

?

..:,

- '

PAGE SEVEN .
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It's hectic, .......,,_,. .. -v,. ...,,. .. Ji
amusing,.slightly confusing,

SEE FOR YOURSELF I
I

The New Hampshire

J

-
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UNH STUD ENT
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attina Morrissey
Tracey Neret
Erin O'Shea
Jennifer Parkinson
Tony Potter
Rani Tudor
Pam Urban
Peter Waisgerber

Mark Anderson
Lynne Flanagan
Sandra Gillis
David Gray
Karen Isaacson
Kim Kelsea
Rod LaBranche

With both joy and sadness, ·
we see you go and wish you well! .
Love from Polly and the Alumni
Center Staff

Order your college ring NOW.

JC)STENS
AMERICAS - COL

L

EGE

RING"'

May 5th Tjme· Noon to 4pm Deposjt Required: $40.00
Payment Pl,Jns Available
Place:Tow n and Campu s
:£-- ··t'fli. O
Date-

See our complete ring selection

End of the Seme ster
Grad uatio n Sale Spectacular
Buy an IBM PS/2
Model 25 - dual floppy
Model 25 with a 20Mb hard disk
Model 25 with a 30Mb hard disk
Model 30/286 with a 20Mb hard disk
Model 50Z/286 with a 30Mb hard disk

$ 895.00

· $ 50.00 Coupon

1269.00
1369.00
1820.00
1950.00

50.00 Coupon
100.00 Coupon
100.00 Coupon
100.00 Coupon

Buy an Apple

Cl
'

Receive a:

For:

For:

Mac Plus
Mac SE with a 20Mb hard disk
Mac SE/30 with a 40Mb hard disk

Receive a:

$ 995.00

$ 50.00 Coupon

2050.00
3225.00

100.00 Coupon
100.00 Coupon

;

1111111 Ill 11111111111

Univers ity Techno logy Center
Thompson Hall• Room 14A • 862-1328~·
9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. • Monday - Friday
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Four recognized for services
By Barb Briggs
Four deserving recepients
were honored for their service
to Non-Traditional students
with Bertha T. Watkins awards
during a Tuesday morning breakfast meeting at the New England Center.
Non-Traditional Student Center (NTSC) Coordinator, Denise
Coffey, presented the awards
to Cynthia Gannett, Patti
Bedker, Janet Tucker and the
entire Women's Studies Program.
The recipients were recognized for doing more than the
job required; for service and
actions above and beyond the
norm.
Cynthia Gannett is an assistant professor of English, a
traditional discipline. But Gannett has added a non-traditional
twist. She teaches some classes
at UNH Manchester and some
in Durham.
"She facilitates women coming to voice," according to one
letter of nomination read by
Coffey. "She brings excitement
and energy to the classroom,"
read another.
Gannett brought energy to
the awards ceremony as well.
'Tm very excited to be here,"
Gannett said. "The Manchester
campus is often inv•isible." '
Patti Bedker, assistant professor of animal and nutritional
science, is also non-traditional
with her curriculum program.
Bedker teaches classes in both
education .and animal science
departments.
Bedker "has a-n extra sensi-

tivity to non-traditional students," wrote her nominators.
"She makes it a point to get to
know her students."
Reflecting on her human
nutrition class, Bedker said she
encourages her students, many
of whom are non-trads, to go
beyond the classroom. "Let's
think about the hungry and the
homeless," said Bedker.
Janet Tucker is an Assistant
Director at the Division of
Continuing Education (DCE).
She has been at DCE for 8 years
and worked at the School for
Lifelong Learning for the 7 years
before that.
Tucker was one of the original catalysts for the NonTraditional Student Center.
"She has been clear and
outspoken in her appreciation
of non-traditional students on
campus and has consistently
shown herself to be on the side
of enhancing non-traditional
enrollment and retention," said
· Coffey as she presented the
award.
Tucker described her work
as very satisfying. "We help get
them launched and they take
responsibility," she said.
Cathryn Adamsky and Barbara White accepted the Bertha
T. Watkins award for the Women's Studies Program. The program was recognized for "creating a space for the nurturance
and coming-to-voice of women
of all ages."
The program began in 1977
and is "now a thriving and
exciting interdisciplinary program," ~rr0rding t0 Cnffe:y.

Hey.

Currently there are 300 stu- ·
dents in twelve sections of
Women's Studies 401, the largest enrollment ever.
The mythical character of
Bertha T. Watkins was "created
from the wonderful characteristics that non-traditional students have to offer," said Coffey.
Watkins, "whose major claim
to fame was her status as the
first single parent in Eliot,
Maine", was a non-traditional
thinker of the late 1800s.

The New llampshire is
looking for a
Technical Supervisor
and
Typists.
.
Stop by MUB Rm. 151
to procure
an application.

The Bertha T. Watkins
Awards, sculpted by Durham·
artist Jane Kaufmann, depicted
a late 1800's female expressing
her enthusiasm for the world
with gesturing arms, an open
mouth and a heart on her sleeve.
In addition to the Bertha
Awards, a special award was
given to Jane Andrews, coordinator of the NTSC for the four
years preceding Coffey's tenure.
Next year Tucker will still be
ar- DCE. Gannett, Bedker,
Adamsky and White will still
be in the classrooms, b~t other
support for non-trads may be
hard to find.
The position of coordinator
of the NTS Center has been
eliminated due to budget constraints, and the status of the
center is in doubt
Coffey said she hopes that its
function will be merged with
the Commuter Transfer Center,
because that move will be "better than nothing." But she said
she has heard no word other
than the termination of her
position. ,

Soon.

STRAFFORD PLACE
S"l..11'1.1:1'1.1:ER REN"T .ALS
Newly renovated and furnished STRAFFORD PLACE
offers the following features;

PURDY
SELF-STORAGE
CENTER
.

• Single and double occupancy rooms.
• Electric heat with individual thermost~ts.
• Kitchenettes in each unit.

WHY

• Telephone and television jacks in rooms.
• Cable tv available.

HAUL IT

• Attractively furnished and air conditioned
patio room for comfortable studying.

HOME?
Sundays, 11 a.m. - 1 p.m.
On the Ceili Show with Roland Goodbody

'Tf :c; O.F WAR
~;:

Hauling it home is out.
Storing it at Purdy Self
Storage is in!

.

l
-~-·--;n;m··.-.•~ir»«>@r····•<W'W•,·wrwr:.····•:·~«❖>r ···rrnrt:·<}'' '%~~::::wtrw<1A· •
E
c0 lH.:tH:fi l

f:ascer St:ah

.

y·:··:.

HEN: Saturday May 6th, 3:30 pm
HERE: Front Lawn of SAE
·.
WHY: Proceeds benefit Easter Seals
WIN: Trophies for the Me:is and Womens m
Champions. Individual winning team members;
will also recieve prizes.
·.
WHAT ELSE: WCDQ 92.1 FM will be broad-.
castin live giving away gifts.
i
.

~~~ ..

STUDENT
SPECIALS
Shared U-Haul truck
rentals
Shared storage
Private
4 ft. x 4 ft. bins
Safe and secure
in our dry, above ground
fire-protected building.
We need student
coordinators on & off
campus to help organize
their friends or help them
get organized!

1{_ l., 1J:~: .\cn•IJ

111e111hcri /icr le,1111
I 5/JIJ/h. 11 ·u,1.:ht limit )or 111c-n. J.3()()/h. for u·r,111c11
S11c,il::e n fJJt!)'. no de.ti, or hr,fJ!,
G/111 n ,hfJ11fd he u·or11. J/11 ,1ick11111
Si11,1.:IL- di111i11,,1ti111111111il fi11,,I which ,trt· :! r,111 o) )

PURDY
SELF-STORAGE
CENTER

:·i1ll•lls,,11•d il(/ ,'/{11Ji,•11s,•1 'Nws, ·li. '.h111lia111 ' ,J(,,11 ." ' o/ '.l'i::::::o. ' /1''(:h ' (I<
'-J.! I )'Ill. l/1/(I' Jt~J',J{','.
S11/!111il u,~l,•1
t,,,1111s and \/(J 1<'~/·
cal'I' ,">:A'l:.- 8b8-•>S $/
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/!/I ],, 'I/lo/I /1//1 /,. .\': //'/;

STRAFFORD_PL~CE is located at the edge of the
campus, w1th1n a short walking distance to
classrooms.
For rental information call

SUMMER
STORAGE
SPECIALS,

Goes Celtic

7?11/,, •

THE PERFECT SOLUTION
56 Sixth St.,_ Dover, NH 03820

TEL 742-4422

.

868-2192.

,

10-14 Strafford Avenue, Durham, New Hampshire 03824

-----------------~
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KINK0 S
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10%OFF

1
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RESUME TYPESETTING
with this coupon

KINKO'S COPY CENTER
51 MAIN STREE~ DURHAM, NH
868-6322

·

_

Offer expires 6/89
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Random
Writings
The Key
KIM ARMSTRONG

From the folks who brought you
LAPHOS ... it's

The multi-colored flip-flops are being thrown out. The
red bucket filled with Jhirmack shampoo and Salon Selectives
conditioner, Crest toothpaste, and a white toothbrush,
will be used for a flower pot. Bowls of dried macaroni and ·
cheese won't sit on top of the Cape Cod cranberry box
for a month anymore. They'll be plopped into the dishwasher.
Modern conveniences, you've gotta love 'em.
My A-Lot permit and dreaded walks to this desolate place
will be no more. I will finally have my own private driveway.
I won't get drenched sprinting to my car anymore.
And of course I won't have to rise at 1:30 a.m. out of
curiosity. I guess playing baseball below my window at this
time of night (morning?) is O.K. I mean, didn't I go sledding
behind T-Hall on a mattress one crazy winter?
The toothbrush will now sit in the little holder above the
sink. My rose towel will hang behind my bathroom door.
Finally I'll have NESN and Sportschannel and won't have
to battle for front row seats in the TV lounge. The hockey
games will be up close and personal in my living room.
Cooking will be a definite bummer 'cause I can't. Ever
killed a pizza in a microwave? You shoulda seen this thing.
It was dead . Stillings beats my gourmet dinner any day.
But live and learn I guess. I feel kinda bad for my roommate.
Sorry CW, we may starve!
If you haven't figured it out yet, this is a very big adventure
for me. Since I arrived into this world 21 years ago, I've
dreamt of this day. The fun-filled day of finally moving into
my own apartment. Yes, it's another apartment story. But
it's an exciting step in my exciting life.
I'm actually on my own now, I think. I'm going to have
an anwsering machine and everything. My own food in my
own cabinets. What more could I ask for? Electric bill. Phone
bill. Grocery bill. Furniture (we're working on that...any
donations?) . I'm sure there's more, I just haven't figured
them out yet.
But the prize possession of the whole ordeal is 'The key'.
The key that puts me in charge of this place. And of course
I can't forget the keychain from CW, "Kimmy," 5/6/89.
Saturday, that's the day. The day everything is dug out
of my dorm of two and a half years. It's the beginning of
a new-life.
It's supposed to rain. Hope the weather isn't any indication
of things to come.
Dicky, work on this situation will ya?
Kim Armstrong's father not only walked on the moon,
but was a sports editor (just like Kim!) at Th e N ew
Hampshire.

LAPHOS!!
OH! The last senses~shattering,
stupendous, startling, sublime,
sllbliminal, subterranean, sub
with ham, provolone,
lettuce, tomato, a li~tle bit of
oil and vinegar and no hots
LAPHOS of the year will be

EXPLODING all over that
big
hairy person with that weird
eye
near you

THIS TUESDAY!!
LAPHOS -- don't miss it. Or it'll miss you.
We mean that. The miss part.

TEST US. CALL NOW!
1-800-322- TEST

SOUR CREAM VEGETABLE SALAD

NEW HAMPSHIRE FRIDAY, MAY 5 1989
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Veggie paranoia unwarran ted
By Kebecca S. Haa~
their munch- L \ <:ryune
ing cuu many Snickers ur gulping down roo 1nuch codc:e is
unhccdthy. Bur now we're hearing rhar carcinugt.:ns lurk in our
:.ipples, our grapes are laced with
cyanide, .rnd our water is saturated with chemirnls. ls anything safe?
Ii me Mu)!,tt :: ine asked i rs
readers rhis very question a few
weeks_ago after ~he country
went into a panic over rwo
Chilean red grape:-. rh:tt landed
in Philadelphia cunraining barely enough cyanide to give a
toddler a sromach ache.
knu-w s

According to Time, the paranoia over pesticides in produce is unjustified. The country's
food and water systems are the
safest in its history. "Many
Americans harbor a grossly
disco reed and exaggerated view
of most of the risks surrounding
food."
Allison Magill, director of the
Great Bay Food Coop in Hubbard Hall, disagrees. For proof
she opens a book citied, Pesticide
.11 le rt, w h ich s ta t es th a c 2 . 6
billion pounds of pesticides are
used in the U.S. each year, and
char these chemicals show up
in greH amounts of food. For
example, today's strawberries
have a 63 percent frequency of
pesticide detection.

·· Aurnunue::, ::.ull have no clue
whar these things are going ro
do, " Magill said. ·• People are
paranoid now because we're just
finding all this our. Forry years
ago it wasn't an issue because
pesticides weren't used."
Today the average American
ears 26 pounds more fresh fruits
and vegetables per year than
they did ten years ago, According to Pesticide /-llert. Pesticides
are necessary for increased
availability and variety.
The Environmental Protection Agency reported that the
use of pesticides k1s doubled
in rhe past 20 years.
The extent of the concaminarion of our food is unknown,
bur such commonly eaten produce as oranges and lettuce have
been found ro contain pesticides
that cause cancer and birch
defects.
Magill feels it is important
to keep in mind that although
many pesticides can be washed
off, rhey still end up polluting
the soil and water. She said she's
enraged ro hear people exclaim,
"Gush, what a surprise, wow,
it shows up in our ground
water!"
According to Time, roughly
1,000 contaminants have been
detected in public water supplies. Water safety standards have
placed limits on only 30 of these
contaminants.

Still, Time ~: ssure:'i people that
t!1e present parnr 1'.'> :111 overreacSctfe or not, one way t(( avoid
these hidden chemicals is to
choose organic food. The Great
Bay Food Coop sel Is "certified
organic" food pruducts grown
naturally by farmers who adhere
to a srricc inspection program.
Open c:vcry Wednesday from
4:W-7:00 p.m., the Coop has
everything form soybeans, tofu,
spices and produce ro soap and
shampoos.
Because the Coop has only
been open a shun time, Magill
hasn't seen a significant increase
in -;ales because of the pesticide
scare. Nevertheless, rhe Coop
has decided co commie itself to
carryng more organic produce.
Organic fruits and vegetables
cost three times as much as
those found in grocery scores.
There are not enough organic
farmers to meet tu<..lay's demand.
According ro Pc:sticide Alert,
these farmers supply only I
percent of the fruirs and vegetables consumed in the U.S.
Magill believes that as more
peo pie real tze the: danger of
pesrici<les in food, they will
choose organically grown.
"Americans have no reason
to be terrified ro sir down at the
dinner cable," Time said. And ·
Magill would agree, as long as
the dish is organic.
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WHY SHOULD YOU
JOIN THE NEW HAMPSHIRE?
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At the Durham
Infant Center
Ask for Erin at

868-133s
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3. You can't beat the
dental plan.

PLEASE!

before you head
out for the sununer?

WRITE
FORTBE
UNIVERSITY
FORUM
After all,

El

it is your
page!
.

I

A few afternoon
openings available
immediately

2. It's a hipper place to
hang around than the
Mub Pub. Do they have
satin pillow cases? I don't
think so.

niinute thoughts

!

Quality Day Care

for Your
- Toddlers & Infants

1.Popcorn,pocorn,popcorn!

Have any last

tion .

•

-

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS
WANTED
at the

Pine Island 4-H Camp
Manchester, NH
July 5- 4.ugust 18, M-F
Help youngsters grow and learn about the
outdoors

4. Because some people
can smell colors.

For Information, call 627-563 7

5. We've been doing nuclear fusion in our darkroom for years.

-The Few. The Loud.
the New Hampshire.

1

EVES. 6:40, 9:05 ... MAT SAT & SUN 1 :15, 4:00

WRITE A LETTER TO THE
EDITOR.

New York Stories

PG

MA1 SAT & SUN 1 :00, 2:45

Land Before Time

G

EVE 6:55, 9:20 ... MAT SAT & SUN 4:30

CWodwut c{ji/rt

R

MAT SAT & SUN 1:10, 2:55, 4:45

Write for us!

Arts & Entertainment ¥-¥-¥-¥-¥-¥-¥-¥- ...
You won't regret it!

¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥ ¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥ ¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥

BILL AND TED'S EICEWNT ADVENTURE

PG
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MUB Straffo rd Room

Friday

Birdy
-score by
peter g abriel
7:30

The Deer Hunter
starrin g : .
Robert DeNiro
Meryl Streep
- 9:30
Students $1

Non-Stu dents $2

Presented by M USO
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A S S E E N I N N E. W S W E E K O N C A M P U S
VECTOR
MARKETING
CORPORATION

ENTRY LEVEL
PAY RATE

• INTERVIEW

NOW •

BEGIN AFTER EXAMS

• GAIN VALUABLE BUSINESS EXPERIENCE
FOR RESUME

s-

V
nines overseas for B.~./ ·
elf-starters to sh~re tt,e,r
ith people in ~frico,
d Latin Amenco.

• BUILD COMMUNICATION SKILLS
• INTERNSHIPS & SCHOLARSHIPS POSSIBLE
FOR NEXT SEMESTER

IQ

• FUTURE MANAGEMENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE
• ALL MAJORS MAY APPLY
• DETAILS COVERED AT INTERVIEW

'FOR EARLY CONSIDERATIO N CALL NOW
VECTOR MAFIKETING CORPORATION
Boston Suburbs ...1 (800)966-5555
Nashua NH/Lowell MA ... (603)891-1545
Worcester County... 1(800)966-3692
Rhode lsland ... (401)946-0150
Wakefield MA/North Shore ... (617)246-5308

South East MA ...(50a)947-1006
South Shore/Plymouth MA ...(617)826-0640
Woonsocket RI/Blackstone Valley ... (401 )769-2429
Southern RI /Westerly Area ... (401 )596-6155
Portland/S. Maine ... (207)773-2233

P o rt s m o u t h N H / N e w b u r y P o rt MA

INFORMATIO N SESSION:
Wed., May 10th

7 -9 pm
Sullivan Rm., MUB

(603)964-8997

MOV IE BLO WOU T
WEE KEN D
.

.

~

·red Hitchcock's

The
39
Students $1

Non-Students

Presented by M lJSO
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EARN
Fifty bucks a week!
JUST BY WOR KING
about ten hours a week!
IF YOU HAVE
time to spare early
Tuesd ay and Friday
.
morni ngs ...
.

WE'VE GOT THE JOB
FOR YOU!
.

.

The New ·
Hampshire ·.
•

•

1s now accepti ng
applica tions for

Assistant Circuladon

Manager

Apply in Rm. 151, MUB,
· or call 862-1124 and ask for Bob.
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Saturd ay

7:00 and 9:00r~

in the MUB PUB

THE FREN CH CONN ECTI ON
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Starring
Gene Hackm an

Winne r of Five Oscars

including Best Picture and Best Actor
Non-Students $2
Students ·$1
Presented by M USO
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.Editorial
Fear less and fearful summer predictions
It's time to peer into our all-seeing
magical orb, our omniscient crystal ball.
At the moment it's cloudy, too cloudy. Can't
see ... ah, yes, here comes something. It's
getting sharper, coming into a much better
focus. There we go. The entire summer
can now be seen unfolding in front of us,
its events razor-sharp.
We can now make guaranteed,
astrological-type predictions for another
long, sweltering summer. .
Gas prices will continue to climb like
a startled squirrel, eventually pe.a king at
$1.60 a gallon. Station owners will still
be saying, at the end of August, that they
"didn't really think that big spill should've
had this kind of effect," while their superiors
jack the prices every day to cash in on the
increased summer travel.
Judd Gregg will lead a bitter, bitter fight
to make sure that, if or when Roe v. Wade
is reversed, no woman has the option to
terminate an unwanted pregnang~In doing

so, Gregg will alienate the ma1onty ot New
Hampshire.
By the end of the summer, people will
still be wondering if George Bush has any
particular direction in mind in which to
take this country. His second hundred days
will be as aimless as his first hundred.
Oliver North will serve exactly no time·
in jail for his crimes.
House Speaker Jim Wright will resign
and be~ome contributing editor for Money
magazine.
The pace of Mikhail Gorbachev' s social
reforms will slow down, as violence in fringe
republics increases.
Washington, D.C., murder capital of the
world, will see its homicide rate double
as the hottest summer on record envelops
and smothers every inhabitant in the city.
Rolf Bernirschke, or whatever the hell
his name is, will make the astounding jump
from Wheel of Fortune to star of the NBC
movie, 'I Was a Teenage Defenestrator.'

-

Accident
To the Editor:·
As victims of the automobile
accident which occurred April 14,
1989, we wish to express our sincere
gratitude to all those who extended
their help and support during chis
tragic time.
Due to the seriousness of the
accident and injuries involved, much
care and medical expertise was
necessary. The men and women
who arrived at the scene exhibited
these qualities. Those who assisted
us include: Durham Ambulance
Corp, Durham Police and Fire,
University Police, Newmarket and
Newington Rescue Squad, Dover
Fire, members of Pi Kappa Alpha
and Alpha Phi fraternities and
others. If not for the prompt and
efficient medical attention administered by these individuals, many
of our injuries may have resulted
in paralyzation or death. Our thanks
and appreciation go out to those
on the scene for their comfort and
support. It is reassuring to know
that there are so many qualified
people devoting their lives to
helping others.
The pain in losing a close friend
was eased by knowing that every
measure was taken to help save her.
The support we received from the
students of UNH, especially the
Greek system, showed us a level
of caring we never expected. It is
also a great comfort knowing others
share in our loss.
Sincerely
Julie Douglas
Louise Martin
Jen Fraser
Gretchen Schaefer
Laura Dexter

Gregg
To the Editor.
In 1848 the people in New
Hampshire were called to do what
many people today have forgotten
how to do. That is to take responsibility for their own actions.
The New Hampshire Legislature
in 1848 felt that when a baby was
conceived his or hc:r P'.1rents needed

.

ot emotional turmoil and detiberto tak~~sponsibilicy tor conceiviri~
aciun. After three days of cryipg
that child. They were not allowed
and changing my mind, I decided
to turn away from their responsito have an abortion. My decision
bilities by having the child slaughtwas based. on the face chat I don't
ered into little pieces.
have all rhe capabilities I want to
In April of 1989 one man once
have to raise a child. My life is coo
again took the lead in taking
uncertain at this time and I feel the
responsibility for his own actions
love I have would be stronger
by doing something that most
coupled with the economic and
politicians would not dream of
emotional security I hope to have
doing. That is to ignore the advice
in the near future.
of his advisors and take a chance
I marched in Washington last
of destroying his career simply in
month in the rally sponsored by
order to make a moral decision.
NOW, to promote women's equalThar man was Governor Judd
ity and women·s lives. At the time,
Gregg. You see,Judd Gregg was not
I didn't even know I was pregnant.
sure, just as those people who are
The rime I cook co participate means
pro-choice cannot be sure, that the
even more now. It is my hope that
baby was not a human life. In fact
everyone who believes in the right
the evidence, which is that the baby
to choose will stand up to people
inside a mother's womb at the time
like Douglas A. Reed and let him
it is aborted has brain waves, a heart
know we won't tolerate being
beat and makes a def in ire afforr to
legislated by people like him, who
avoid the blood thirsty knife of the
dream of fetuses. Instead let's help
abortionist, points to the conclusion
to support leaders like his daughter,
that the baby is a human life. This
Flo Reed, who take the time and
meant ro the Governor that there
put forth the energy to help organis a good possibility that the baby
ize such important events as the
is a human life. It also meant that
NOW march.
had Judd Gregg allowed the bill to
My deciding factor in choosing
pass he may have been partially
an abortion was that I strongly
responsible for the death of 4,400
believe every child should be a
human beings a day just so he could
wanted child. I am thankful that
please the desires of a few parents
that could only think of themselves. I am able to choose what path to
take. Hopefully that choice will
Judd Gregg, however, decided
continue co be offered to all women
rather to show responsibility. He
made the decision to save lives . · in the future. Please lee's continue
fighting for our right to control our
instead of votes. Our Governor
needs to be applauded, not pun- own bodies.
The choice is ours, lee's make sure
ished, for making the decision to
it stays that way.
help take responsibility in saving
the lives of the 4,400 babies chat
- · Kimberly Kaye
die every day in the United Stares
because of abortion.
If yo u would like to join the
Governor in showing responsibility
To the Editor:
· I encourage you co call him ar 1In response to the article in the
800-852-3456 and th ank him for
Campus Journal on April 27, 1989,
his willingness to take such a risk.
("Kinnear Meets with OS Council
Joel Gibbs
on Salary Plan"), in which Executive
Political Science
Vice President Gus Kinnear talked
with the UNB Operating Staff
Council and stated that salary
increases for the 1989/90 biennial
year that favor rhe "lowest paid
To the Editor:
employees" is unlikely to occur, we
I was recently faced with the most
the "peons" have a reply.
agonizing decision of my almost
The most degrading and insulting
23 years . This decision I wouldn't
insinuation that we, amongst the
wish on my worst enemy. It's one _ lowest paid employees, felt was

Low Pay

Pro-choice

He'll play Karl, the head of a roving band
of defenestrating juveniles.
Donald Trump will win out on his bid
for the Eastern Shuttle.
In Lebanon, Nicaragua, El Salvador, and
South Africa, things will continue exactly
as they have for the last five years.
Students returning to UNH in the fall
will be surprised to find the MUB torn
down, and a nice, shiny administrative
lounge facility occupying the space.
John Sununu's influence in the White
House will decline precipitously, as this
New Hampshire boy finds himself in over
his oh-so-swelled head. His sequoia-sized
ego will actually suffer a minor dent.
And our final prediction: an oil-soaked
gull will survive and fly down to the
California coast, only to perish when it gets
entangled in plastic six-pack rings and
accidently runs into four syringes floating
on the crest of a wave.

wheh he, (Kinnear), raised the
hypothetical question "What would
that person do for employment if
UNH did not exist?" Mr. Kinnear
could take a lesson in sensitivity
and thoughtfulness from our "lowest paid employees." After all, who
would Mr. Kinnear be working for
if UNH did nor exist?!
Perhaps there are some positions
that already offer greater compensation than the local average, but
should this be used as an excuse to
starve out the people _ihat are in

the positi~ns tBai aren't offered._ .
greater compensation?!!
It seems Mr. Kinnear's view is
the rich get richer and the poor get
poorer. In comparison to Marie
Antoinette's famous quote "Let
them eat cake." I would like to see
Mr. Kinnear live on the salaries
of us "lowest paid employees," the
backbone of this System.
Maxine Smirles
Cook II
Philbrook Dining Hall
UNH
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University Forum
Two campus giants
Recent events and a letter by Mr. Douglas
Reed have compelled me to write this. I
have worked security aQtwo benefit shows
in the past two weeks. The first benefit
show was for the Student Coalition for the
Homeless at Portsmouth High School. This
show was their second annual variety show,
and it was poorly attended. Todd Delaney,
a co-founder of the Coalition, is my friend.
His devotion to the plight of the homeless
knows no bounds. He has spent hundreds
of dollars of his own money, and thousands
of hours to get this organization off the
ground. He is a member of a rare breed
of people.
Flo Reed is another member of this
"breed." I worked for her at the Music Fest
last weekend. This was another poorly .
attended event. This event was put on by
the Committee On Central America whose
goal was to raise.awareness on the problems
of our neighbors. You may disagree with
COCA, but you· have to admire them for
~
at least doing something. They are encouraging a dia'logue. Flo is active in the
women's rights, and she tries to raise the
student consciousness on social issues. She
does not want to see abortion made illegal. ·
If abortion is made illegal, then we will
return to the days ~.rhen many women died

at the hands of "back-alley abortionists."
This would be a horrible mistake. I morally
find abortion to be wrong, but I do not want
my morals made into laws. I do not want
the morals of anti-abortion groups made
into laws, either.
Todd and Flo represent both ends of the
political spectrum. Todd is a conservative,
and a fraternity brother. Flo is on the left,
and it is rumored that she is one of those ·
"granolas." They both share an urge to do
"good." They are the giants walking
amongst us. They represent the best of the
student population. They are pro-active
instead of reactive. There is a saying: "There
are three kinds of people: Those who m~ke
things happen (Todd and Flo), and those
who let things happen to them, and those
who go 'Geez, whut happened?"'
The poor attendance at both events could
have been blamed on many things. Supposedly, "student apathy" played a major
role in the poor attendance of both events.
What will be remembered as the generation
that worshipped the almighty dollar, and
spent our time "looking out for number
one?" College can be a unique experience . .
Don't sit there watching the "boob-tube"
while there are so many more interesting
thtng~ you could be doing. Don't get all

eYGOLLY, TI-iATJ

iT! fvr Dis-------·-wau.,ijf/ij)fo~\

-

By Pano M. Brooks
of your learning from books that your
teachers have assigned to you. Go to the
many debates on campus, stop by at_the
student organizations in the MUB, get
involved with a charity (such as the Student
Coalition for the Homeless), and ask
yourself: "Am I just getting a sheet of paper
at the end of four boring years of my life,
or did I get an edm.:ation in the way of the
world?"
Flo and Todd have heard a bunch of lame
excuses as to why there were poor turnouts
for their shows. Let's show these people
that as a student body, UNH students are
not pathetic, beer-guzzling simps. Donate
your time, and money (even just one dollar
would help) to the Student Coalition for
the Homeless. Drop by the Progressive
Student Network's office in the MUB and
talk to anyone there. Get some literature
on the subjects that interest you. Maybe,
you will not just get a piece of paper with
fancy writing for four years of your life
that says: "I put up with poor parking, overcrowded classes, not getting classes,-un. reasonable tuition increases, and I obeyed
authority." Maybe, you will get a real
education.
Pano M. Brooks is a senior majoring in sociology.
I
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reprimanded by one of the elder
She finally got over her fear
by quickly taking off her bikini members of the community for
and taking a running dive into driving 15 mph on a 10 mph
mad! "I wish you's slow down!"
the lake.
a senior citizen wailed at me.
- From that point on she knew
"I have grandchildren down the
that being a nudist was for her.
road!"
"I felt so free. It was like taking
The Bosners are devout Chrisa terriffic weight off my
tians who attend church services
shoulders," Mary said.
One of the advantages of the weekly. Their family and friends
camp is that people can't hide can't understand how they can
beyond status symbols such as be both holy and nude at the
Porsches and diamonds. The same time.
Mary explained that when
barriers that are formed between people because of socio- God firstceated man, man didn't
economic status are torn down have any clothes on. It was only
after Adam took the bite of the
on the beach.
The poorest of the poor and apple did man start to feel
the richest of the rich can be the · ashamed about his body.
She added, however,that
best of friends.
The camp likes to pride itself when Jesus died on the cross we
in being a place where the whole were forgiven for all our sins,
family can visit and enjoy. The including original sin."
The camp has over 800
camp was founded on this
principle back in 1950's by members who each pay $330 a
Terry's parents and has since month to belong to the park.
Many of these members own
become the only nudist camp
one of the numerous trailers and
in the northeast.
This family concept is no joke cabins that dot the shoreline of
oyer at Ced~r Waters. I was the 20 acre lake.

*********** ******
*
•

•

••
•• WHY SHOULD YOU
• JOIN THE NEW HAMP-

••
••
•

••
••
•
••
••
• 2. It's a hipper place to ••
•
•• hang around than the ••
• Mub Pub. Do they have ••
•• satin pillow cases? I don't •
••
•• think so.
•
••
beat
•
••
•• .
• 4. Because some people ••
•
• can smell colors.
•••
••
•• 5. We've been doing nu- ••
fusion in our dark- •
•• ·clear
••
for years.
•• room
•
•• 6. We don't make you ••
read The Illiad or "The •
•• Yellow
Wallpaper."
••
••
•
Get the scoop on the •
•• 7.number
one newspaper •
•• insider secret: The magic ••
••
•• of photosynthesis.
•• 8. Only the number "six" ••
•• works on all our tele- ••
phones. And our calend- •
• ars
only have "Thurs- •
••
••
days."
••
•• 9. Multipy your intelliby a factor of
•• gence
twenty.
••
••
•• 10. You can view our •
famous jar of vomit •
•• world
and our well known cup •
••
••• o' phlegm.
•
••
••

•• SHIRE?
•
••
• l.Popcorn,pocorn ,pop•• corn!

.

I

•

♦

♦
♦

(continued from page 2)
Most of the trailers of the
park are tiny and the only thing
they are big enough for is
sleeping. Since they are so small,
the members are more social
and participate in group volleyball, croquet, horseshoes,
softball, windsurfing, fishing
and swimming.
The week of July fourth is
particularly busy and the camp
usually sponsors special events.
Last year they' had nude skydivers dive onto their beaches
from 4,000 ft. in the air. "They
(the skydivers) have to be wacko
to do something like that," said
Mary.
At least half of the residents
of the Cedar Waters complex
live there year round. These
families are nudists themselves
or can accept that other people
are nudists. Some residents are
more into being nude than
others.
Mary told of one of the "hard
core" residents, named Kimbal,
who stays nude all year round.
"Even in the dead of winter he

will go out and get his mail in
the nude."
The Basner' s park is the only
one of its kind in the Northeast.
A majority of the members are
people who have experienced
a nude beach before in places
like Florida and the Caribbean."
Although nudity is looked
upon as indecent by many Americans, nude beaches are popular
places to frequent in Europe.
In this month's National Geographic magazine, Peter Vesilind wrote that nude beaches
outnumber textile ( clothed)
beaches 5 to 1. A nude beach
goer he interviewed echoed the
Bosners' view of nudity. "Everyone is equal here. Its different
in the textile areas, maybe when
you take off your clothes you
take off your agressions."
Visitors to Cedar Waters
cannot come to the park by
themselves. They must be accompanied by a member of the
opposite sex and one of the pair
must be a nudist. This rule is
to guard against people who

visfr the park just on a whim.
Alcoholic beverages are not
allowed to be posessed or consumed by anyone in the park.
If liquor was consumed, the
inhibitions of the nudists would
be lowered and "the pure nature
of the camp will be violated,"
Mary said.
The Bosners are a God fearing, honest and loving couple.
The nudist club they operate is
a hobby that has simply grown
into their livelihood. They run
a respectable establishment
which promotes a release of
tension among their guests.
Nothing X-rated goes on in this
place.

END OF SCHOO L

LIQUIDATION CLOTHES-OUT
ALL MEN'S & WOMEN'S FASHION APPAREL
REDUCED FOR IMMEDIATE CLEARANCE

OCEAN PACIFIC T-SHIRTS

$9

long & short sleeve
assort~d prints
values to $24. 00

20%-60% REDUCTIONS

OCEAN PACIFIC & GENERRA SLACKS

$4

select group
assorted colors
values to $30.00

each

Each

MEN'S SPORTSHIRT S

LEVI 501 & 505 JEANS

long & short sleeve
assorted styles
values to $30.00

·denim-gray-black
assorted sizes
values to $32.00

2 $1 o
for

$15

Each

MEN'S ~NIT SHIRTS

WOMEN'S KNIT SHIRTS

short sleeve
interlock knit
values to $32.00

polo style

2 $3 o
for

MEN'S PLEA TED CHINOS
cotton blends
khaki-black-nav,{}
values to $34.00 ~ for

$35

MEN'S RAGG SWEATERS

2 $35

It. weight acrylic
rugby stripes
· values to $29.50

.

for

12 colors
values to $32.00

2 $3 o
for

WOMEN'S JEAN JACKETS

deni-4'f25
4/1'

by Sunset Blues
stonewashed
values to $65.00

Each

WOMEN'S FASHION JEANS
by Sunset Blues
stonewashed deni-4'f
values to $42. 00 411'

15

.
Each

MEN'S SPORTCOAT S

WOMEN'S AEROBIC WEAR

summer & winter wliht
assorted styles
values to. $165.00

leotards-briefs-tights

29

And up

fashion prints
values to $30. 00

$5 $15
to

♦

♦

♦

••

I

lycra spandex
assorted colors
values to $30.00

$19

UNH CHILDREN'S SWEATSUITS
2 pc suits

And up

boys & girls
values to· $32.00

$13

Each

MAJOR BANKCARDS ACCEPTED
PERSONAL CHECKS WELCOME •·

••

•• The Few. The Loud.
•• The ~ew Hampshire. ·
•
•00000000000 0000

UNISEX RUNNING PANTS

50 MAIN STREET
DOWNTO WN DURHAM

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
MON-SAT 9AM-5:30 PM

•◄
•◄
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Arts & Entertainment
LP Shorts: The Cult, Black Sabbath

• • •

Zep. On Sonic Temple, The poiis qurntet, are ju~t prnm old
By Arthur Lizie
Cult's fourth full length album, fun, nor that new fangled stuff
Caterwaul Pin and Web (IRS
these glimmering instances you hear people talking about
Records) - The voice, the
occur during the blazing "Fire so much these days. They've got
voice, the voice. No matter how
Woman," the kick-hard "Sun mid-tempo rock tunes created
good the music is, if the voice
King," and the punk-ish "New by hell-fire and brimstone:
is annoying or difficult to get
York City" (featuring Iggy Pop). jumpy acoustic guitar when they
used, it rakes a lot to like the
Heavy and hard. These mo- don't have a biting electric guitar
music. The listener is forced to,
ments are good. (There is not to compliment some unique, at
heaven forbid, work. Neil
an ounce of ambiguity, humor, times annoying, vocals. The first
Young is a perfect exam pie.
or thought in the last sentence; side, produced by Mpls. (weathCaterwaul is another. The first
Pardon any subjectivity which er map abbreviation) legend
thing you notice about Catermay affect a proper analysis of Steve Fjelstad, is the weaker of
waul is Betsy Martin's unique,
The Cult or their songs, but an the two. It's a bit sluggish,
wailing, flailing vocals. The
objective, note-for-note reflec- hollow in places (i.e. "Holy
second thing you notice is Betsy
tion of the songs' content and Cow"). The songs have a studied
Martin's vocals. The third thing
the listening audience's pre- difference dynamically and conyou notice is Betsy Martin's
programmed responses was not textually vis-a-vis late eighties,
vocals. After that, you notice
permitted here due to time and post-R.E.M. (pre-Document)
the spinning, precise maelstrom
space constraints.) The Parody: American jangle pop. The sethat forms the foundation for
The Lyrics. The Cult have a cond side, self produced, is
Martin: Mark Schafer's atmostendency to be very pretentious simply lovely. "Bad Guys" locks
pheric guitars and bassist Fred
and/or misguided lyrically and, on an wicked acid groove, "RabCross and drummer Kevin
thus, appear to be quite silly. bit Head" is raw power a la
Pinnt's rhythm cross section.
From "New York City": "Hell's James Osterberg, and "Gee"
After that, you notice that
Kitchen is a DMZ." Life is a war. wah-wahed the socks off my cat.
Caterwaul are a decent band. Pin
We're all guilty. Love, their Just cool. Just listen. Run Westy
and Web, the group's second full
second LP, has hieroglyphics Run.
length album, is also decent. The
on the cover. Ha Ha Ha. Sonic Black Sabbath Headless Cross
most decent of moments are the
Temple is filled with many (IRS Records) - Let's take a
cataclysmic "Dizzy Delirium"
instances of singer Ian Astbury's quick romp back in time: 1969.
and the dark "Ca tervowels."
witticisms that are annoying England. John Osborne. Tony
hip
Pin
band.
decent
a
Caterwaul:
in their smug self importance; lommi. Geezer Butler. Bill
and Web: a decent album. Hope
The album opens with Astbury's Ward . Paranoid. ;,Iron Man."
they both come around soon.
proclamation "This is where "Children of The Grave." Ron- ·
The Cult Sonic Temple
it all ends." OK, thanks guys. nie James Dio. "Heaven and
(Sire/Reprise) - The Cult,
Really neat . So, what's Sonic Hell." Spinal Tap. Oh, how the
heavy neo-metal blues and wailTemple all about? If you don't mighty have fallen. Black Sabing vocals galore, walk a mighty
fire up too many neurons and bath has gone from the dizzying
thin line between pleasure and
instead expend your energy empyrean of innovation and
parody. The Pleasure: The musproducing adrenelin, you'll be guilty pleasure, Black Sabbath
ic. They're a fun band who, for
through Vol. 4, to the depths
all set to enjoy The Cult.
brief moments, can burn their
Records)
(SST
Run
Westy
Run
hard
the
of
best
the
with
engines
rockers like AC/DC ~nd Led __ - Run Westy Ru[l, a Minnea- _ LP Shorts continued on page 20

New McCartney
desire and me:: m:c::J Lu return
By Marc A. Mamigonian
Paul McCartney has been to their roots. This was the
motivating force behind the Get
accused of being many things
over the years: a facile tunes- Back sessions, which eventually
mith, a schlockmeister extraor- became Let It Be; not only did.
dinaire, a pop genius, a money The Beatles want to return to
grubbing weasel, and a sheep- a more direct sound, but they
shearing scraightman to John also recorded a great number
Lennon (ih fact, Lennon has of rock "oldies," and had tentatively planned to release a
made most of these accusations
collection of them. They never
himself of McCartney).
did; some of these sessions were
Even in Paul's darkest hours
of creative emptiness, no one preserved in the film Let It Be,
and they are a lot of fun.
has ever accused him. of not
In 1974-75 Lennon recorded
having a great voice, in fact, one
Rock n Roll an uneven collecof the great voices. He puts his
tion of covers of his favorite 50's
great vocal gifts to great use on
and early 60's tunes, which was
his Back In the USSR album,
which has only been released ·produced by Phil Spector. The
album had great moments, but
in the Soviet Union, but which
your faithful critic has obtained it suffered from slogging arranat great personal expense and gements and over production
(not to mention that Lennon
risk. Damn commies.
was drunk most of the time the
On Back In the USSR, McCartney does something that, I think, album was recorded and Spector,
as usual, wasn't all there). No
he has needed and wanted to do
such problem with Back In the
for at least twenty years. He rips
USSR.
through thirteen rock classics
No one sings Little Richard
and pop standards (supposedly
he recorded more), displaying like McCartney, including Little
more energy and enthusiasm Richard; his flair for Richard
than has been in evidence on covers is in evidence on Back
In the USSR as Paul rips
his recent work. McCartney
through "Kansas City/Hey Hey
plays his usual peerless bass,
rhythm guitar, and, of course, Hey" (which The Beatles did
sings, and is backed up by a tight on Beatles For Sale), "Lucille,"
band of young musicians. Paul "Lawdy Miss Clawdy" (originally done by Lloyd Price, I
hasn't rocked like this in a long
think. hl1t the liner notes are
time.
in Russian), and 'Tm Gonna
Even after The Beatles had
attained the height of their Be Wheel Some Day." All of
them smoke along; but, then,
creativity and popularity, after
McCartney has b_een doing Little
they had ceas-etrdoTng· covers
Richard ( who mvente<i_ ever-_
on records- perhaps even more
continued on page 20
McCartney
the
felt
then than ever- they
1

One of the photos from Mike Parnham's collection
which was exhibited at the Photo Show this week.
Parnham was one of many students and non-students who displayed their work at the show.
See story, next page.

1
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Pho togr aphe rs Disp lay The ir Wor k
By Kristin Sousa

To those who missed the
MUSO photoshow held in the
Granite State room May 1-3, you
sure did miss out. The large
collection of color and black and
white photographs on display,
beautifully exhibited the uniqueness of the art of photography.
Each photograph hosted a
strong sense of individual creativity, as well as a wide spectrum
of themes--both positive and
negative. A set of black and
white prints entitled "Homeless" by Christinat Pacheco,
powerfully captured the daily
struggles of a homeless man
determined to survive on his
own. Her collection caughtevery emotion and action this
man endured.
Current problematic issues
served as the theme for other
groupings of phoros also. Melody Pearson concentrated on
the trauma of rape and sexual
assault; informative literature
was available alongside her
presentation for perusal.
Then there were the dynamic,
poster-sized photos of Pease
Airforce Base, by far, the grandest. Liza Green dis played the
concerns of noise, air pollution,
the number of jobs on and off
the base, and the effects of its
closing.
The remaining phocographs
featured beautiful landscapes,
animals, and various pleasurable
experiences. Some were bright
and exuberant, while others
dramatic in shades of blacks and
greys. The show was well worth
the visit.

Photo by Mike Parnham.

LP Shorts
(continued from page 19)
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The Portsmouth Academy of Performing Arts presents Neil Simon's
comedy THE ODD COUPLE at the Bow St. Theater Friday, May 5
through Sunday, May 21. Tickets are available at the box office, or
call 433-4472.

of wretchedness, Eternal Idol. ything, by the way) almost as
Tony Iommi, the only original long as Little Richard.
Other fifties chestnuts include
Sab left, has seen it all. Now,
it's 1989. Iommi has a new label, Eddie Cochran's Twenty Flight
Rock, which could stand to be
IRS, originally a "new wave"
Rolly Gray and Sunfire, a reggae and calypso band, will play at the
a little peppier, "Bring It On
label, and a new album Headless
~hurch in Newmarket on Saturday,- May 6 at 9:00 p.m. Tickets
Stone
Because"
the
"Just
brings
Me,"
To
finally
that
Home
Cross,
are av,ailable at the door.
(covered by Lennon on Rock 'n'
Sabs out of the seventies. Not
that it's as good as the early Sab Roll), "That's Alright Mama"
The Beach Cowboys, a rockabilly dance band, will perform at the
albums, or even good, but at (popularized by Elvis), and Fats
Beat Cellar (better known at downstairs at Nick's) in Durham this
least it's as good as the other · Domino's "Ain't That a Shame."
Friday and Saturday night. Tickets are available at the door.
metal trash out there right now. Not a weak cut in the bunch.
McCartney has always had
Sabbath can compete again,
although a lack of makeup and something of the balladeer in
Spandex might hurt. Iommi him. In fact, a lot of the balladeer
employs singer Tony Morton, in him. On Back In the USSR
who sounds very, very, very he does an outstanding, rather
much like Dio (Mob Rules was rocked up rendition of Ellinggood), to effective ends. Silly ton's "Don't Get Around Much
titles: "When D'eath Calls," Anymore" (aka, "Never No
"Devil and Daughter," and "Kill
In the Spirit World." In the end,
I think it's Sabbath themselves
who make a fitting commentary Bess.
People keep asking me why ·•
about Headless Cross in the
touching ballad "Nightwing": McCartney has chosen to release
"So listen my friend/ Nightw- this record only in the Soviet
ing flies again." I'd finish this Union. In the liner notes (some
piece, save for the tears stream- of which were translated for
ing down my face. The tears. special thanks to Mrs. Renee
The tears. (Sort of Conrad-ish, Richardson) Paul goes on about
'. .
music being a universal lan-1
don't you chink?)
.·•:.,
-"·-:
guage and such, and I am sure
··
fl
it is all well meant.
If I ~e 7e being cynical (and
•
~
hey, lets Just say I am) I would
·.___-,·
rele~s-1
_were
Paul
~ay th~t maybe
mg this record only rn the Soviet
• ·
Union, amidst much publicity,
in order co create interest and
demand in the West when his
new album comes out (it is due
in June). Sound about right? No
When You Write For
·...·,~.·...... .
~.
......~
matter what Paul's m o t i v a t i o n
is, he has made a great record ~
The Arts Pages
.C owboys.
Call 862-1490 NOW
that is worth seeking out.
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Letters
not his/her interpretation· of other article . Did it ever occur to Ms.
Standish that "Kabuki accors in
people's opinions.
Furthermore, this line of think- hear" might be a colorful way of
ing implies that there is an objective paying a compliment? If nothing
''right" way to stage a play or record else, it is not vague.
To the Editor:
She finds a vagueness in the lack
With regards to recent articles
an album or film a movie, and that
criticism should be an objective of " direct reasons" for our critipublished on the issue of "Blue Jeans
Day", I would like to present my
relation of the critic's experience. cisms . Specifically, we criticised
Wh at is gained by this? Criticism ( please remember that criticism
argument. After much research and
involves both negative and positive
is not objective.
a lot of deliberation I have come
to the following conclusions about
The second conclusion seems to reinforcement) the questionable
be that because the personnel interpretative staging, including
the question of homosexuality.
involved in a production worked the witches, the other performanFirst of all, a " homosexual" is
hard , expended time and money, ces, and the music. We were unclear
someone who is physically, sexually
and missed a few meals, then the on both the value and the meaning
attracted to chose of the same sex.
production is necessarily a success. of the staging of the secs and the
And it has been said that homosexIt would be nice if this were so, but interpretation of the witches. This
uals are not responsible for . their
think about it for a moment: People is a not vagueness on our part, but,
behavior. le has also been said chat
spent lots of time and money on we felt, a vagueness, perhaps
criminals, such as rapists, are not
Porky 'sand it was a rousing popular purposeful, in the production. The
responsible for their intense sexual
question is, "To what purpose?"
success. Does this make it good?
attraction . Does that make it acOur qualifications as critics: Ms. We offered a possible purpose, " ...to
ceptable?
Standish finds us lacking in this give the production an air of
The question lies in the "sexual"
area, but she offers no definition universality ...," and questioned the
part of the homosexual. These
of the term . Again we can divine validity of it. Does Ms. Standish
people are SEXUALLY attracted.
some conclusions which she seems know "the answer?"
You_must love to live. Love your
Ms. Standish took umbrage with
to draw.
brother as your brother, your
Her first complaint is that "This our opinion of the music: "If all
mother as your mother, your daughis · not any sort of criticism I have you can say is 'goodness gracious
ter as your daughter. This is where
ever read." Sorry. We hate to was the music bad' (which is not
society draws the line of incest. That
confront you with ideas antithetical all we said), I can simply refute you
is ·also where the line of homosexby stating that if anything was bad
to your own, but we aren't paid to
uality is drawn.
cater to you. Perhaps if Ms. Standish or obnoxious, it was that paraAs of 1986, only 24 of the 50
had not reacted in a knee-jerk graph."_ That's fine, but it doesn't
states and D.C. criminalize homofashion and instead used our crit- make the music any better. We can
sexual activities. while the other
icism as a point of departure for reasonably assume that the com26 allow it only in private between
deeper
thinking about the play, she posers of the music are fine people
consenting adults.
would
have
been more tolerant of with many friends willing to defend
This is a frightening fact because
them, but we found the music
the majority of homosexual rela- our point of view and better un- woefully inappropriate.
derstood the play as a whole;
tionships (men) are impulsive,
We hope we've dispelled some
perhaps the fault, insofar as there
purely sexual contacts with whomisconceptions about not only our
is
any
fault
in
this
situation,
lies
mever in bathrooms or alleyways.
not with us, the critics, but with article, but criticism in general.
There is danger in this promiscuity.
an unreceptiveness to alternate With love and malice towards none,
It is very close to prostitution.
Arthur Lizie
points of view.
Prostitution is not considered
Marc Mamigonian
Her
second
complaint
was
that
an ethical practice. Besides being
"the pomposity of the entire article
a very unhealthy, unsanitary relawas overwhelming" and that our
tionship, it is widely unaccepted
and can be dangerous behavior. And "ignorance and arrogance seeped
into every sentence." Well. Perhaps
I hope we are not heading toward
To the Editor:
she is confusing pomposity, ignorteaching our children that it is not.
I have read Mr. Douglas A. Reed's
ance,
and
arrogance
with
a
willingWe do not teach our children to
letter in the April 28th edition of
ness
co
express
one's
educated
views
have sex with whomever, however.
the New Hampshire. Obviously he
in a public forum. Perhaps not. At
Where are our morals? What
was
making a passionate statement
any rate, her views seem to r~veal
happened to monogamy?
as
a
parent.
And so without debating
The health and protection of more about her than about us: she any other arguments about abortion
seems
insecure
in
her
once
again
society is in the mind when we
beliefs and her inability to reconcile I would like to state my feelings
encourage monogamy, and discourthem with contradictory epistemol- as a parent.
age incest, homosexuality, and rape
1, too, have a dream to share. In
ogies. She accuses us of ignorance,
as well as other dangerous sexual
but neglects co expose that ignor- my dream I see my daughter grown
behavior.
ance; pomposity and arrogance are, into a beautiful young woman. She
We heterosexuals are not all
like criticism, very subjective con- is standing in a stark room without
ignorant. Some of us are simply
windows or doors. She is alone and
cepts.
concerned about the health of our
The validity of our specific feels trapped. I can look down at
families, our friends, and our criticisms of the play: First of all, her but I cannot speak or touch her.
society.
we won't expound on Ms. Standish's · I have a terrible foreboding. The
Amy Lou LaCroix grammatical deficiencies; it's like scene shifts. She is now in an alley
telling your mother that .you only far from home. Again, she is alone.
own sneakers when she tells you She enters a dismal building and
is hurried by a faceless man with
to put on your shoes.
Secondly, she states that "the first dirty hands into a back room, shades
sentence was indicative to ( sic) the are drawn. There is little talking.
To The Editor:
entire theme _of negativity." Per- I feel her fear. She is asked precious
Then there was the violent
haps we should clarify, although few questions about her pregnancy
backlash to the Macbeth review
(TNH, April, 28).
it should have been plain from the by this man. He cares more about
The backlash, in the form of article: We liked the play. Phrases checking the amount of money in
such as " ... gets bonus points for the envelope she hands him than
Jessica Standish's "Critics?/' which
trying many new methods of brea- about what trimester she is in. I
appeared in the Letters section on
Tuesday, May 2, called into question
thing life into the old Scottish feel my panic mounting but I cannot
warhorse," "The staging of the play speak or reach her. The facelss man
many issues concerning both the
was inventive and interesting, if tells her to strip from the waist
nature of criticism and the validity
not always effective," "A solid cast," down and points to a bed without
of our review of Macbeth. We are
and " .. .Macbeth stands pretty well sheets. As she begins to remove her
taking this opportunity to respond
on its own" are indicative of a pants I see the fear on her face, I
to some of the charges and allegations, both explicit and implicit, positive response, not a negative see the tears. Mercifully the scene
one. We're sorry that we're unable changes. She is now walking down
made within the letter. To wit: The
a long road that is . endless and
to congratulate each member of the
definition of criticism, our qualcast, but we have very busy sche- growing increasingly dark. She is
ifications as critics, and the validity
desperate to reach home. The road
of our specific criticisms of the play. dules
Furthermore, a university pro- leads home to me. I think it must
The definition of criticism: Ms.
duction should be expected to attain be raining because she is stepping
Standish accuses us of not knowing
a certain level of professionalism in puddles with every step. I am
the definition of criticism, but fails
(a subjective standard of the critic). horrified to realize she is not
to provide a definition of her own.
We felt that Macbeth reached this walking in _water, but in her own
From her statements, we can reach
level of professionalism. A perfor- blood. She becomes a shadow. I am
some conclusions on her ideas about
mance above or below this level aware she is dying, still alone. I am
criticism, conclusions with which
deserves recognition. It would be weeping with grief like I have never
we most strongly disagree.
demeaning to the performers and known. The dream ends.
Ms. Standish seems to conclude
Like Mr. Reed I, too, value the
that the critic should merely mirror crew members to congratulate them
simply for not doing things wrong. solidarity of the family. I, too, am
audience reaction: "I expected my
Do you really want to read that a teacher. But, unlike Mr. Reed I
enjoyment ... to be reflected in the
"Scott Alan Parkinson as Banquo support Pro-choice. I am grateful
article." Sorry, Ms. Standish, but
never blew his lines?" We, as · to his daughter Flo and to all those
that's not the way it works . The
writers, are expected to use proper who found the time, the money, and
critic is responsible for reporting
grammar and express our ideas the courage to march in Washingthe physical elements of the play
coherently, but they're not achieve- ton on the issue of Pro-choice . I
to his/ her audience, but not for
ments for which we should be remember when my dream, unlike
pandering to their responses, be
singled out.
they positive or negative. Is Ms.
Mr. Reeds, was a reality for many
Thirdly, Ms. Standish attacks us women, young girls. It is unfortuStandish so insecure in her beliefs
for descriptions such as "Kabuki nate as parents we do not have the
that she needs us to tell her that
actors in heat," and a vagueness power to do our children't choosing.
she enjoyed the play? A criticism
is a critics' opinion about an artifact, _ which she finds prevalent in the _ For if we did we could "save" them

Gays

Pro~choice II

Macbeth ·/

from many unfortunate mistakes.
But we have no such power and with
good reason. For youth has "saved"
us from the results of many of our
unfortunate mistakes. And I am not
so self-righteous as to think that
there is not a situation that merits
a safe, legal abortion within a clinic
licensed to provide sensitive counselling and alternatives to the
women/ girls/ couples who are unsure of their decision. I am well
aware that we can never foresee
all the circumstances that may
influence our decisions , or o ur
children's decision.
For the unforeseeable. For my
daughter. For all our daughters. For
the parents who have lost daughters
and who will lose them again. To
prevent the dream from recurring.
I support Pro-choice.
Sincerely,
L. Rene Bergeron

Fisk
To the Editor:
One thing that journalists should
do is get the facts before writing
material that can damage the
integrity of others. When it is
possible even rumors should be
looked into before repeating them.
I would like once and for all to
straighten out the rumor about
Carlton Fisk and the University of
New Hampshire's baseball team.
In the 1960's when Carlton
attended U.N.H. the NCAA rule
was that Freshmen could not play
Varsity sports. Carlton Fisk did play
Freshmen baseball and Coach Robin
Teller was in charge of that team.
Coach Conner was the coach of the
Varsity team and never coached
him. Carlton was not cut from the
team, but did not play after his
Freshmen year because he was asked
to leave the University because of
academic failure. To my knowledge,
Freshmen baseball players did not
have to run a mile at that time.
Carlton was out of school the next
year and was drafted by the Red Sox
in January of the following year.
As for Carlton giving money to
the University; I have never asked
him for money . Maybe others at
the University have. I cannot see
any reason why he should seem to
be obligated to U.N .H. He only
attended one year and then was
asked to leave. Carlton has used our
batting cage, weight room and
training facilities during his tenure
with the Red Sox. He also has
worked with some of the U.N.H .
hitters.
I thought it was important for
the correct story to be printed. I
hope, in the future, the reporters
that write for the student newspapers will get the correct facts before
writing material that many people
are going to read and believe to be
true.
Ted Conner
Baseball Coach

senses in a small and secretly
bigoted safety zone.
Americans ' resistance to challenge and justified anger leads both
to and from the sense of hopelessness and defeatism th at deflates
so many of the young people on
campus now. A moral university
should feel obligated to encourage
questioning and exposure to new
and challenging ideas--not to suppress them. As teachers and citizens, we are sick of--and ashamed
of--rhe poor role models to which
students all too often have no
alternative. Those of us priveleged
ro be in positions of au.thorit y
sh ould be positive role models,
giving students living examples that
concerned involvement in our world
is life-enhancing and empowering.
And it is living examples that
we need--as Martin Luther King,
Jr. , Karen Silkwood, John Lennon,
Edward Abbey, Abbie Hoffman, and
others like them who refused to
complacently accept the unacceptable are dying off one by one. With
fewer and fewer heroes to inspire
us to confront our problems and
strive for change, it'll be no wonder
•when we all perish of pollution,
small-mindedness, and prejudice-but at least no one will have
"offended" anyone else.
Sincerely
Alice B. Fogel
Mark A. Edson

Music I

To the Editor:
I am writing in response to a
letter to the editor written by Frank
Juston. Frank was responding to...'
a letter written by Greg Scouras
which was a negative critique of
today's pop music.
In particular, I would like to
respond to certain comments made
in the "P.S." section of Frank's
letter. In regards to WUNH,Juston
said that "the progressive groups
they play only claim to be against
pop music because most of them
are not good enough to be accepted
in the mainstream." Well, Frank
looks like your ignorance of music
business got you this time. Being
accepted into the mainstream is not
just a question of how good a band
or musician is. There are bands and
musicians that have never made
it into the mainstream that could
play circles around many pop bands
until hell freezes over. My point
here is not to knock on pop artists,
but to show that the mainstream
music industry is a lot more complex
than you seem to think. Let's not
forget that is a business, and people
who promote and sell music aren't
necessarily interested in what's
good, but what sells. They're a lot
of fantastic musicians in the pop
world of music, but that's not the
only place they exist.
Being a musician myself, I can
relate to the groups that "claim to
be against pop music." Myself and
To the Editors:
We are writing from outrage many of the musicians you speak ·
triggered most recently by the of are not so much against pop
reaction of Gordon Haaland and music as we are frustrated with it.
other figures of authority here at While there is a place for pop music,
UNH to the senior thesis of BFA it is particularly frustrating for a
student Dean Shelley, whose paint- musician who is trying .to do
. ings are said to be " offensive" something o·riginal co see people
because they are of nudes in homo- buying the same old stuff being
erotic positions. Several adminis- churned out in a different format
tration officials wanted to prevent over and over and over again. A
good example of this is the ever
them from being exhibited.
Nor having seen the paintings popular glamour rock- pretty boy
yet, we can't speak for their artistic, bands like Poison. My frustration
sensual, or confrontational quality; with much of today's pop is simply
that's not the point. The point is a representation of my opinion on
the administration 's p articipation music, and we are all entitled to our
in the current trend in our culture opinions. I do think, however, that
away from anythin g challenging it would be good advice, for you
Frank, to suggest that once in a
to the intellect or the e motions.
Here in the U.S ., we h ave the while you take a look beyond the
opportunity for ne arly unlimited pop world. There's a lot of great,
riches of experience , but because interesting and powerful music out
we are afraid to "cause offense to there that you might enjoy.
Sincerely,
others" we close our eyes, ears, and
Eric Gebow
hearts to anything outside of a white
Sophomore
heterosexual sound-bodied WASP
male "norm," and we segregate our__
Undeclared

Shelley
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Letters
least!
Well, that about sums ic up for
me. Just one last thing. Do you ever
wear you underwear on the outside?
No~ Try it sometime- and see what
happens. Then go back and look
at your piece. It'll do wonders!
Sincerely,
Liisa Reimann

Macbeth II

as you so s~ated. It was a day co
express ones support for all people's rights, even yours Mr. Paquette. The fact that you thought
this was stupid makes everyone who
read your letter realize how insecure
you really are in dealing with people
who have different preferences than
your own.
We hope that this letter will help
you to understand what Blue Jeans
Day was really all about . WAKE
UP TO REALITY!
Michele Garron
Peter Countway

J~ssica, may I call you Jessica?
Jesstca, I agreed with some of what
you said. OK? May I say that? That's
a crftique of _y~)Ur letter, by the way.
We re all crmcs, you know. In this
fun'. colorful, rock 'em, sock 'em
(strictly my opinion) world in which
we live, we are all critics. You're
a cr_i~ic, I'm a critic, you're Dad's
a crmc, and horror of horrors Marc
Mamigonian and Arthur Li;ie are
critics too. The difference is that
they are published critics whose
opinions are read by a mass audience. Big deal.
Not that my opinion matters any
more than yours, in this instance,
but as long as I've got the power
of the press here, I'll give it anyway.
~ loved Macbeth. I was blown away,
impressed, exhilarated, etc. I could
have wet my pants, the whole thing
was so doggone cool. I thought the
stag~ s_et was well designed, the
m1;1ste 10novative (perhaps a tad
chmtzy), and the fight scenes well
choreographed and suspenseful.
I_ ~ust admit part of its thrill did
lte m that two friends of mine wer
in it. Silly? Maybe, but I don't se~
a lot of plays, so this was an added
novelty. Of course, if the play stunk
I wouldn't deny just because of
them. You probably wouldn't have
been so pissed off at the review if
you didn't have friends in it too.
I mean, Art says _lots of nasty things
about_ ~V, movie, and music personalities and you've never complai_ned ab?ut it. So maybe you're
tak10g this whole thing a bit
personally, hm?
. Incidentally, this is my sixth letter
10 four years that defends the
editorial freedom of the Arts and
Entertainment section of this paper
and frankly, I'm kind of happy tha;
it looks like I may get to graduate
before a seventh is neccessary.
When are you people going to learn
how to see opinion for what it is
and stop taking it all so damn
personally? The fact that I liked
Macbeth is irrelevant; just because
a bunch of UNH people put "long,
har? hours, day after day" into a
project doesn't mean it isn't flawed
'
or even downright bad.
Love and smoochies
Ric Dube
Pretty Neat Guy

To The Editor:
To Marc Mamigonian and Arthur
Lizie:
_'X:ell, quite a scathing little
critique there guys! I have to
congratulate you both. Not only did
y~)U '!1~ss the point of the play and
s1gnif 1cance of the production
changes ... you also managed to show
us all that dreadful narrowminded- To the Editor:
ness so prevalent at UNH.
I am writing concerning the
Mr. ~acbeth may be "a weasel," mandatory oath on student honesty
bu_t he 1s n~t what I'd call spineless. on exams and assignments. What
His story is not simply that "he are you saying about the students
must appear great and then fall and our campus? Is it that bad? Do
from grace." There is so much more all the cheaters come to UNH? Am
To the Editor:
to it... it's a shame you missed it.
I one of these cheaters? Are we that
Peter James seems to believe that
You give credit to Carrie Classon- different from other college stuPhilip Agee's right to debate him
Smith ( as Lady Macbeth) and Scott dents? Fairly honest? OK, so we
in public is justification for the
Alan Parkinson (as Banquo), and have the same amount of problems
activities of the CIA. This noneven a back handed compliment of as other schools do but this statesequiter is rather foolish in the
sort to Evan Mooney's portrayal ment will give us more credibility
co?text of a debate on policy toward
of Duncan, King of Scotland. But than other campuses. I.B.M. will
N JCaragua for several reasons.
y;hat of that man whom the play look at mr resume and say,"It says
As ~-r. James is aware, the major
is named for? What of one dear Mr. here you signed a statement affirmnewspaper in Nicaragua
op_p?s_mon
Macbeth?
~ng ">:our co'?;mitment to honesty,
cr1t1c1zes the government quite
Gregory Funaro was wonderful. ts this true? I feel this new piece
harshly, more harshly, in fact than
In him, Macbeth progressed from of administration, probably number
any major paper here criticizes our
the good-albeit violent-hero to an two million or so, is just another
own government. Further, that
even more violent, evil tyrant. As y;aste o! UNH money and time. All
newspaper has been funded for
~he character developed, Funaro 1t says ts that the university does
y~ars by the US government, which
increased the volume and tone of not trust its students. Surely there
simultaneously organizes terrorist
his voice to great effect. His expres- are _alternat~ve ways of recognizing
attacks against Nicaragua. It is a
sions, movements, work very eth1cs ... can t we teach them? We
rare government that will tolerate
strong. Did you maybe sleep do have people whe are capable of
a situation, and this tells us
such
through all his scenes?
learning here don't we? If not
a great about the reach of US power.
You also say Smith and Parkinson maybe we should sign oaths on
No lesser emissaries of that power
"acquit themselves well" in their
v~ndalism, drinking, bad language,
difficult roles. Again- your word
th_an W_illiam Bennet and Jeane
etc. Maybe our
manners,
distasteful
have traveled to NicaKirpatrtek
choice is quite wrong. They were
statement should be a commitment
bril!ia_nt! Banquo was very to foolish solutions to university
:agua to denounce the government
conv mc10g- they both were. I'm sure
10 front of opposition gatherings.
problems. This is my opinion
Shakespeare would have applaudedOf C<;)Urse, the counterpart of Mr.
in case some of yo~
HONESTLY
he ~ay have even smiled and gotten
10 any country is always free
James
me.
don't believe
Those who support the
speak.
to
a kJCk out of it like we did!
Peter J. Bolan
And then we come to the witches.
government and castigate its official
"Kabuki actors in heat," eh? What
enemies will always have a forum,
whether they live in the US, the
the .hell is that supposed to mean?
That's bloody degrading to say the
~SSR or anywhere else. Mr. James
is actually ambiguous on the issue
le~s~. Can't you come up with an
To the Editor:
ong10al, and non-offensive line if
O! Mr. _Agee's right to speak. It is
our
express
to
like
would
~~
witches
The
negative?
be
must
you
his belief that certain facts, called
?P 10 ions about Blue Jeans Day. It
were dramatic and very effective
secrets, are the property of the state,
is not a day to show whether you
in their roles. They enhanced the
and that M~. A~ee has no right to
are a heterosexual or a homosexual
atmo_sphere. of _meddlesome magic,
h~ve_ them 10 his possession or to
it is a day to show support for civa'
of evil and villa10y- and even justice.
dismb~te them to the citizenry.
homosexual and bisexual rights'.
They imprinted themselves on the
US rntervention in the affairs
Mr. Paquette's statement that
mind of the audience- and even
of third world nations is not
homosexuals "suckered" people to
y;hen not on stage- they were there
motivated by concern for the viey;ear blue jeans April 18 was totally
10 the backgrouf}d.
terns of oppression. The evidence
ignorant and dose-minded.
. Last, bu~ most definitely not least,
on this is very clear. First, no
said
Paquette
Mr.
letter,
his
In
was
it
understood
I
is the music. As
country on Earth responds to
that plaid pants would have been
both comp_osed and performed by
external threats by relaxing conTo the-Editor:
more suitable, but that he would
Paul Schneider and Suzan Dziennis
t:<?ls. Second, US support, or hosMr. Paque.tte,
To
only wear plaid pants in support
two students just like the rest of
tility, does not correlate at all with
I found myself disturbed and
of Black Equality and the ERA. Well
us. That music showed their enorthe level of human rights. The
sa?de_ned by your homophobic
Mr. Paquette, homosexuals and
mous talent and individuality. Could
government of Guatemala which
lett~r regarding Blue Jeans
bisexuals are people too and they
Y?u come up with something that
was installed by the CIA, is' among edttona_l
10 the New Hampshire
pnnted
Day,
have the choice to stand up for what
f tts ~he ,p~oducrion so perfectly?
the most murderous in the world.
on Tuesday, April 25. As an eduis righ~. As a Leterosexual couple,
I th10k 1t s a shame they're not
i_f one accepts Mr. James cator, I felt compelled to speak. I
Eve?
we believe that homosexuality and
making recordings for us to get hold
st~t1st1c on political killing in have also realized that when I feel
bisexuality are as acceptable as
of. I think it's even sadder that when
N 1caragua, the US client state of
mov~d t~ spea~ and consequently
heterosexuality.
someone here has the courage to
El Salvador is a far worse violater
remain silent, ignorance, fear, and
It is not homosexuals that have
branch out and stray from the stale
of rights.
hatred often only perpetuate themto face the facts, it is you Mr.
'norm' they immediately get a
. Well, this debate could collapse selves. Our world is full of bigotry
Paquette. Homosexuality is acceptslagging off.
10to an exchange of horror stories
and hatred. We need no more.
ed by many people. Since this fact
That branching out is in musicof oppression and crimes by the
I speak of your fear and ignorance
scare? you so much that you had
such as Schneider's and Dziennis'
enemy, but we can avoid chat. The
to judge y~rn but to help you
not
to wnte a letter to the editor you
the production- many of whom
entire issue is of· little relevance
ac½nowledge it, embrace it, and
should just crawl back uncle; the
spoke to agreed that this was the
to policy. The simple and obvious
ulttmately set it free. Your bigotry
she;tered rock from which you came
best production of MacBeth they've
solution is to respect international
only creates roadblocks and limwhile the r~st of the population
ever seen, myself included. It was
law and treat other states as equals.
itations in your humility and hubec<-?me~ enlightened to unjustified
fresh and innovative and fantasIn Central America!, US policy could
manity for others who may be
prejudices against this group of
tically staged. Remember the battle
be made equitable ( and legal)
different than yourself. Your hopeople.
sc~ne just before Macbeth's fall?
steps.
following
the
through
mophobia is understandable but
Many people on this campus did
Did that_ do no~hing for you? Had
1) Halt the terrorist war against
not excusable. We live in a homonot wear ~lue jeans not because they
they stripped it down like Much
Nicaragua.
culture. You probably rep~obic
were aga10st homosexuality, but
Ado 1-bout Nothing as you suggest,
2) _Stop funding and organizing ~e1ved a g_reat deal of (inaccurate)
because they v.:er~ afraid of being
then it would have flopped!
and
Salvador
El
in
groups
polmcal
mfo_rmation regarding gay men,
labeled by preiud1Ced people like
. I und~rstand it may be that you
Nicaragua.
and bisexuals as a child
Mr. Paquette. Since our freshman
~imply 1•d not like Macbeth- maybe
aid to any lesbians,
military
no
Provide
3)
year we have both supported civil,
adole~cent, and now young adult'.
1t wasn t to your particular taste.
country in the region.
homosexual, and bisexual rights
Now is the time for you, for all of
That's fine- we all like different
to be more loving with
and will continue to do so long after
things. But I do think it was unfair
Sincerely, us, to learn
with others. This
we have forgotten about your
of you to dismiss the performance
Dale P. Barkey ourselves and
we need to learn to love
senseless and abusive letter.
so lightly. It took lots of careful and
Professor means that
Assistant
Mr. Paquette asked "a couple"
rather than to hate.
tiring preparation- by people who
Chemical Engineering
of people what they thought about
I believe that homophobia exists
were really enjoying themselves
Blue Jeans Day. Are a couple of
out there.
bec~u~e there is something very
people enough to represent the
And the audience loved it too (or
ternfy10& a~out acknowledging any
whole student body? We think not.
was that only on Wednesday
form of mtimacy, particularly beTo show their support for a cause
tween members of the same sex
night?). Surely loud applause and
people have fasted, they have bee~
Intimacy usually means closeness·
chee_rs _and whistles are not signs
thrown in jail, they have been
vulnerability, sensitivity, and trust'.
of d1sl1ke? You did these people
To the editor:
tortured, and they have even given
a terrib_le injustice- all you needed
This is in response to Jessica These are qualities, especially for
up their lives. In our case, we simply
~a~ a little more o~jectivitiy and
~tandish's ~etter which appeared men, that we have learned not to
wore blue jeans. What have you
ms1~~t. And next time you write
10 Tuesdays paper in regards to acknowledge within ourselves and
done Mr. Paquette?
a cm1q~e, I hope y~lU take note of
whether or not Art Lizie and Marc within other.men. W(e push away
- the man w.hoJs anything b1Jt.srr.ong,
the al_l~!t:n_ce reac~i9l) _a! !~<: "!t;ry=-· • _ _B~u_eJ:~°.s .J?~Y. ~!s_ i:t<?t_"_s~u_pi~" ·_ Mamigonian ~re critics~ _ .

Honesty I

Debate

0

Jeans Day I

_Jeans Day II

i

Macbeth Ill

po~e~ful, conquering-- the stereotypte image of masculinity. Unfortunately, we only find ourselves
alone ~nd_ isolated in acknowledging
o_n!y limited aspects of our identities. ~-e remain "strong" and
competitive, surrounded by other
men who are the same. We are left
only with our unspoken fears, our
unspoken sense of ourselves as
complete individuals. Our fears of
closeness with other men (one form
of homophobia) only perpetuate
our complete sense of aloneness
and alienation.
I speak to you as one man to
another and believe that our fears
of intimacy with other men are what
perpetuate our ultimate isolation.
What this means is that we need
to. challenge ourselves to face our
fears, and respect them. This is
especially true of our friendships
and relationships with members
of our own sex. Only then will we
be able to move forward in our own
humanity and the healing of our
planet.
Peace and Challenge,
Peter Welch
Health Educator

Buckle-up
To the Editor:
. Mothers, fathers, cousins baby
sitters, taxi drivers, and eve~ real
estate agents could all be convicted
for vehicular homicide if they are
involved in an accident, and a child
under age five in their vehicle who
was n~t in a safety seat dies.
According to any court, it doesn't
matter who was at fault, the driver
of the vehicle with the child is
responsible. The worst offenders
are u~ually_ t~e child's parents; while
?ad_ is drivrng, mom is holding
Jun_10r on her lap, thinking if an
accident were to occur she is strong
enough to hang onto junior· so
he/she doesn't fly through the
windshield_. ~ow does she expect
to prevent junior from flying when
she doesn't have her seatbelt on;i
It is quit~ obvious they will both
become atrborne. The sad part is,
dad could g_o t? jail if anything
hap~ens to jun10r, because of his
ne~li&ence. The law requires any
c~11ld 10 an automobile, under age
five, to be strapped in a securely
mou!lte? safety seat. My advice to
you is simple, require all children
under sixteen to buckle-up; this will
protect them and yourself in the
· future.
Doug McKinnon
Community Development

Jeans Day Ill
To the Editor:
Dear Mr. Paquette,
It seems you got caught with your
pants down! - or rather your jeans
on? Just wanted to let you know that
we understand that you didn't know
~bout Blue Jeans Day, and wore your
jeans, .and felt you had to clarify
your sexual preference with your
letter to The New Hamphshire
(April 17).
I also under_stand that you are a
very_ compassionate person- support10g ERA and "black equality"
and all._ It's too bad that your
compass10n stops there and does
not support civil rights for that 10%
of the population who are homosexuals. (That's 1 of every IO people
you know!) So Todd, just wanted
to let you know that not everyone
who wore blue jeans on Blue Jeans
~ay is homosexual- but some are
jl;ISt people who care about equal
rights for alt people. If I were you
Todd, I wouldn't be so ashamed to
be included in that lot . .
Sincerely,
Janet-Chauon-
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MOTHER-·GOOSE & GRIMM

by Mike Peters
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Superguy

by Kurt Krebs
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In the flesh
Happy Campers
Heretix
New Englarid's best
. -"'; bands, coming to you

FREE!
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TE CH NIC AL SUPERVISOR!!
The job incl ude s managing, hiring, and
ass igni ng sev era l . typists to task s
I

whi le gain ing valu able exp erie nce as
wel l as a nice ·addition to you r resume.
Typ ing skills helpful but not necessary.
J'■••••••--•
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I
'
I

{l {l {l

.· Inte rest ed?

{l {l {l

Stop by the MUB room 151
in the base men t to pick up an app lica tion .
Don 't miss out
-On this grea t opp ortu nity .
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FOR SALE

1983 DODGE ARIES PREMIER, 4 door, very
low mileage, excellent condition, $2,500.
Cali 603-664-2839 after 5:30 P:m_._ _ _ _
MUST SELLIII 1984 Buick Skyhawk, automatic, red Chapman lock, A/C, GOOD
CAR- $2,700. Will easily negotiate- it's gotta
1
2_0 9~6~~?1_5.

1981 Buick Regal- Good Transportation
!_750: 8t3~~5.~~1 _:-_~_a.r_
ey _

4

197 Volvo Station Wagon, one owner,
garaged, stereo/ equalizer, extra snow tires,
new battery. Good for summer jobs. $700.
603-431 -0097
Beautifully finished bar and suspended
loft for sale. Senior! Must sell' Call Don
868-3254_36 Young ..Dnve
1980 OLDS OMEGA, 90,000 miles, AM/FM,
AC, First $200 Drives it awayII Call Dan
433-1220
1984 FORD LTD 6 cycle wagon, auto., a/ c,
cruise ~ontrol, AM/FM, power steer &
brakes. Very good condition. $1,000 firm.
436-6196.
1987 YAMAHA FZ 600, 5500 miles, excellent condition, helmet and cover incl.
$2200. Must Sell. Contact Mike Chantal.
868-9830.
1 985 Ford Escort, 83,000 miles, Good
Condition, $1500/BO. Call Kathy 7426732. Good tires. Radio

-

.

. ..

······~---·-

1981 Silver Datsun/ Nissan 280 ZX. 69,000
miles. T-tops, A/C-LOADED. EXCELLENT
CONDITION. $5400. Call Missy 862-3806
[f-R) _or 6_:_7_-~6_?~5._103 .
FOR SALE: 1982 Chevette, 73,000 miles.
New Battery, Brakes. Exhaust, Tires. Tuneup, Inspected, Dependable. $900. 7423891.
1984 Red Ford Escort. GF. air conditioning,
sunroof, 5 speed, manual transmission,
front wheel drive, fog lights, new Michelin
tires, cruise control and lots more. EXCELLENT condition . Blue book value: $3500;
asking $2,700 or B/O. Call Toby at 8683700.
Deluxe queen size waterbed, complete
headboard, four drawer pedastal, sheets,
etc. $500 orb/ o. Must sell: Also, one couch.
Call Dan at 659- 7250.
FOR SALE: 1985 PONTIAC TRANS AM
**NEVER DRIVEN IN WINTER** Bright Red,
I-tops, 5 spd, 49,000 miles, beautiful car.
.. MINT CONDITION" Asking $7,495 or
best offer. Ask for Dave at 7 42-5507 nights
or 1-800-245-9997 days.
Glenwood Stove for Sale. Wood, coal, and
gas combination . Cream colored enamelLooks nice, in great condition, $750. Call
ABIGAIL at 659-2386
1977 Chevy C1 O pick up. Very dependable.
$1000. Call Mike 456-8184.
1982 SUZUKI GS750E EXCELLENT CONDITION, 11,000 miles. Always garaged.
Two Bell helmets. Black, fast. $900 or b.o.
Jonathan ·8 68-2211, 862-0009.
YAMAHA Radian 600. 1986 model, just
tuned. Only 6,100 miles. An excellent buy
at $1,400. Call Phil after 8:00 p.m. at 868~ _94 or during day at 862-3987.
Toyota 85 Torcel 4WD Wagon, AC,
Cassette, Automatic, 44K, asking $4850.
Mac 512 with external drive. B.O. Call SK
at 749-6230 or 862-2675.
1984 SUBARU GL-10 FWD STATION
WAGON. HAS ALL OPTIONS. EXCELLENT
CONDITION, SPOTLESS INERIOR. COMPLETELY DEPENDABLE, $3,950 or REASONABLE OFFER. 868-5122
1982 DATSUN TRUCK KING CAB, AM/FM
STEREO, 65,000 miles, $1000. 772-2275.
1982 Honda Accord hatchback, auto,
100,000 plus highway miles, 4 new tires.
little rust, well maintained, very reliable
transportation. $1300 or BO. Call Gary at
659-5942. Leave message.
FOR SALE: Magna Vox Video Writer Word
Processor. Disk Drive & Printer Built In.
Convenient Size and Portability . Asking
$250. Call Parke at 868-6016
MOTORCYCLE: 1985 Yamaha XT-350
Street Legal dirt bike 350CC, 4 cycle,
helmet and cover, $900. Call Peter at 7727093
YA MAHA Radian 600 . A 1986 model with
only 6,100 miles. Excellent condition, newly
tuned, a good buy at $1,400. Call Phil after
~:~· at 868-2394, 862-3987 during day_:__

--tSPWM@

to-a

If yoo are transfernng
different school
next fall and want to make some quick cash
selling I-shirts call ELI at Kappa Sig. 8689637

Instructors needed to teach MUB MiniCourses Ir. Art / Drawing, Spanish & FrPnch.
GREAT PAYII Applications available in 126
MUB or call 862 -1001.

Main street sublet, sunny 2- level one
bedroom apartment. Two female$ needed
to rent. June-Aug $175 a month per person.
All utilties included. Jen or Maris 868-2722

Looking for summer employment? We are
a personnel service that offers a variety
of temporary office posItIons In the Northern
MA, Southern NH, and Southern ME areas.
We offer top wages and referral bonuses.
0111 Key_~ersonnel - 964-9495 or 743-J_:3_~~

Looking for a summer job with fun and sun?
Camp Kettleford in Bedford , NH has
openings for counselors , waterfront staff
and consultants. We are a girl scout day
camp running from June 26 to August 18
Call Sandy 623- 7822 or Jan 641-3988 for
more info.

For rent: 1 bdrm charming apt, woods view,
farm. small deck, 1 mile from town, parking,
available 5-22-89 lease, no smoke. 6597184

Help Wanted: Helper for handicapped
perosn. $6.25/hr. Needed for sumemr
weekends. No experience necessary. Easy
work. great bossl Call Dan at 692-4764
evenings. _____ _
Maine resident girls camp 6/24-8/ 18.
Lovely setting on lake. Active program... tennis, sailing, canoeing, weaving, drama,
arts and crafts. Write: Mrs. John F. Fritts,
New Vernon, NJ 07976 or Call: 201 -5385409
Work Study Job - Exeter Public Library.
$6 per hour. Shelving, shelf reading, other
tasks. Tel ti 772-3101
Work -study student wanted for summer
receptionist position at Complex Systems/SERB. Some experience preferred.
Contact Libby at 1792
-

. •-·•---·

Research assistant needed to organize
and analyze large data sets on U.S. and
global energy use, climate and associated
pollution emissions. Involves library research at UNH and in Boston area , and
use of a MAC/PC, 20/hrs/wk now, possible full timE:: this summer. Call Professor
Harriss at 3875
Summer Jobs: The National Toxics Campaigns Is seeking articulate individual
dedicated to a clean environment for our
membership program . Salem, NH . Full and
part-time performing door-to-door membership work. $225-350/wk. Call Paul
Coombs (~03) 894-6447 EQ~Professional female seeking 2 strong
individuals to help her relocate on May
27. Will pay $80. Call 749-0929 and leave
~essage.
Work Study Position . Portsmouth Public
Library/ Library Assistant. General library
work. May include typing, filing,c omputer
data entry , bar coding books , shelving
books, inventory , other library work as
needed. Accuracy and attention to detail
very important. Ability to type preferred.
Must use judgment referring problems to
supervisor. $6 00/per hour, 20-40
hr./week. Contact: Susan Mccann 4312000 x252
Summer work study position available at
the International Students Office. Various
clerical responsibilities include data entry,
word processing, answering phone, etc.
Computer experience a must. Schedule/number of hours flexible. $5.00hr plus
depending on experience. Call Kyle or
Stuart at 862 -2050.
Spend your summer in Maine' Camp
cousnelors needed for boys/girls/coed
camps Waterfront, Athletics, Arts, Tennis,
and Genral Counselor positions available
Excellent Opportuntiy Excellent Pay Contact Jerry Shoemake (301) 484-2233
In Durham this summer? Animal caretaker
positions open, UNH Wildlife Research
Facility Work Study Only. Call Paul 8621051 or 642-5252.
· UNH Dairy Barn needs help. Housing
available 5/ 15-8/30/89, $5/hr. Flexible
hours and days, full or part time. Call Paul
at 862-1027
Norweigian Tutor Wanted - _Beginner
traveller words before July. Barbara and

~ -'P~ 778-9020
Ben1amin's Restaurant is hiring an experienced line cook. Must be available to work
this summer.
AWESOME SUMMER JOB! Disabled individual in search of personal care assistant. Salary $6.25 an hour/28 hours per
week. Job title consists of personal grooming, house cleaning, food shopping. Accessable to summer students living on
campus or in the Durham area. For more
info. Call 868-1986 and leave a message
on my "Happy" answering machine.

Activist-Environmentalist - Politi.cal Junkie?
The League of Conservation Voters is
looking for bright, energetic people to train
as political organizers for the 1990 Congressional campaigns. Earn while you learn
campaign and fundraising skills. Summer
and permanent positions available. Training. benefits, advancement $160 -400. MonFri 1-1 0 pm LCV 20 Ladd St., Portsmouth,
NH 430-8312 or 795 Elm St. , Manchester,
NH 627-8935
Summer work study for the environment.
The League of Conservation Voters ,s
seeking data entry persons. minimal typing
skills required Will train . $5/hr and opportunities for training in environmental
pol1tIcs. LCV 20 Ladd St., Portsmouth, NH
430-8312 - - .
Nanny needed for year or summer - Four
children, top salary, private room and bath,
no weekends, congenial Boston Area,
Driver 's license required . Must be good
with children. For more info. contact Rose
~nyder,_617 -331-5721
__ _ _ _
Office Workers Needed: Four UNH Summer
College Work Study positions available
at \he Social Security office In Portsmouth,
NH. Pays $6.00 per hour. Applicants must
be approved for College Work Study by
UNH. Call 433-0716 and ask for Mr. White.

HOU5tNG
SUMMER SUBLET IN DOWNTOWN DOVER: features large kitchen and living room.
Room for 4 people at $135/month. Call
BILL or BRIAN at 862-4434.
DURHAM: 2-bedroom apt., unfurnished,
newly carpeted in quiet, wooded, location
overlooking Oyster River, less than 1 mile
from UNH. Fireplace, appliances, 1 ye_ar
lease minimum. Available immediate!{
$690/mo. for two persons, $750/mo. for
three. 862-2689 during week, 508-86765 74 or 508- 757 -0206 weekends .
For Rent: 1 bdrm charming apt, woods view,
farm, small deck, 5-22-89 lease no smoke.
659-7184

- -- - - -- -- -- -

NOR TH WOOD ROUTE 4 VICTORIAN!
Terrific Commercial/residential location.
. Beautiful throughout. 9 plus rooms-, 4 bdrms,
tri-level barnaand morel 2 acres
field/orchard. Perfect for Bed/Breakfast,
~ti_g_~es' $195,000. (603) 942-5571
Summer Rental (June 1 to end Aug.)
(possible fall option) - Completely furnished
1 1 / 2 bedroom apartment in private home
on Madbury Rd. 1 mile from T-Hall. 1 car
parking only. Cable hook up. No pets. No ·
smokers. $550 month plus utilities. Lease, ·
security deposit, and references required.
Call 868-5037.
Dover Subletter Wanted. Only $130/month,
includes utilties. 1-3 rooms available. Call:
Michelle - 868-2146 nights
2 Bedbroom apt. Complete with kitchen.
Close to campus. Private entrance_ Available for summer and next year. Call 8687027 and ask for Jackie _or_M_ar_k_. _ __
Summer Sublet: Newmarket. 10 min from
campus, 2 bedroom, 3 person, luxuries,
$150/ month. Call evening at 659-6091

Summer Sublet Newmarket. 10 min from
campus 2 bedroom, 3 person, luxuries,
_$150/month _Call evenings at 659-6091 ..
Summer sublet- 45 Madbury Rd. Spacious
4-bedroom apartment with sundeck. Partly
fumished. Price negotiable. 868-6040.
Free room and board in exchange for child
care. We live on 90 acre farm/ apple
orchard, 2 miles from campus. Hours
flexible. 868-1480.
DOVER Summer Rental 2-bedroom Kit,
Liv, Bath. June-August. Price negotiable,
K-van. Owen and John 862-4386 or Scott
862-42_8 _
8._ _ _ _ __ _ __ _
DOVER PAD, for summer, fall option. Near
downtown and 2 COAST stops. One
bedroom, 250/mo. or b.o. Non-smoker
.ei_ea~~- Marc/Dan 749-6658.
LAKEFRONT LIVING: 4 or 5 students- in
Dover- $1200/mo. Won't last long!! 7494558
Summer Sublet for 4 above Store 24, rent
negotiable call 862-4581 or 868-3309 ask
for Shawn, Paul, or Andy.
DURHAM- Furnished single bedrooms with
shared tiathroom for female students only.
Available for 1989-90 academic year.
Private entrance. Ten minute walk from
T-Hall. $1100 per semester including
utilities. Call 868-2217 after 4 p.m.
Summer sublet in Lee. 5 spaces (3 singles,
1 large double) . $200 a month negotiable.
Beautiful house. Call evenings. 659-5844.
2 Females needed for Main St. Sublet June
1 to August 25. Partially furnished, parking,
yard. $200/month includes everything.
Call 868-3299, leave message.
DURHAM: 2 single rooms available-Mill
Rd. behind Christenso. Kitchen and laundry
privilleges. Females preferred $300.00
utilities paid. ALSO: 1 bedroom basement
apt. next to Scorpios $275.00 per month.
Call on either. 868-5201- Morey
SUMMER SUBLET IN DURHAM: 3 female
openings for great furnished apartment
on Main St. $200/mo. everything included.
868-6013.
Looking for summer subletters! House in
Newmarket with 5 spaces available. Off
street parking .. On Kari-van route. Furnished, spacious. $175.00 per month. Call
ABI at 659-2386 .

Summer sublet/fall option. M/F $205/mo.
Looking for two people to share a beautiful
double room in a huge farm house only
5 mins from campus. Fields, woods,
swimming hole, gourmet meals, intellectual
masturbation, and lots of samba music.
Call Randy at 659-2098 or Andrew at 6592451

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING, professional quality, reasonable rates. Spelling
accuracy included. Call 742-2037, Dover.
Professional Word Processing for all your
documents, reports, etc : Experienced,
efficient, reasonable rates, quick-return.
Janet Boyle, 659-3578.
Typing/$1.25 per page . Experienced
secretary will type your papers. Pickup/delivery in Durham available. Rush jobs
accepted!' Call Jo-Anne 332-6162.
·
LOVE CAREFULLY THIS SUMMER. Contraceptive services, confidential, highquality and sensitive care by trained
medical staff. Sliding fees for exams and
supplies. One visit, no class required . Call
for appointment. The Clinic, Dover 7492346 or Rochester 332-4229.
TYPING - Lowest Prices Available I (We
know, We've checked). Free Pickup/Delivery. Spelling. Editing service. Call
Beckwith-Douglas Service 7 49-0594.

PEWNAls·
To my favorite Reco sluts B.J. and NONAfifteen days to freedom at last. We made
itl I love you weirdos and I'm psyched for
Tuesday .
WE DELIVER. Scorpio's Provisions is now
delivering movie rental and everything else
we sell. Mon-Sun, 6-8 p.m., no dorms. Call
868-9616.
To the Brother of Theta Chi- We're sorry
about the mix up last Thursday night. Those
of us who made it, had an awesome timethe music was great and the games were
fun' Hope do it again next semester' Love,
The Sisters of Delta Zeta.

to

The Phi Mu car wash is reschedulfed for
Sunday, May 7 from 10-2 in the Burger King
parking lot.
Come run with Alpha Chi Omega in the
2nd annual Lonnie Stern Memorial Run.
May 7th at 10:00 a.m Alpha Chi Omega.
Congratulations to our senior sisters, Lori
DeRosa, Diane Kakoska, and Pam Rogers
for .landing teriffic jobs. Good luck to all
the rest on the quest' Love, your sisters
of D.Z.
To our senior sisters: Thanks for making
senior sneak so much fun1 We're psyched
for you ... but we're going ·10 miss you all
so much. Love, your sisters of Delta Zeta

Sunny furnished 3 bedroom apartment
available for full summer session. Suitable
for faculty/ staff. $2100 inclusive. 2½ miles
from campus_ 659-5932.

The Sisters of Delta Zeta would like to
congratulate the Brothers of Kappa Sig
for an outstanding sponsorship of the
annual Keg Toss_ Even though our team
is a bunch of squids, we were psyched to
participate and contribute to a worthe
cause. Thanks for a great time!

3 BDRM furnished apartment Available
for 6 week summer session. Suitable for
faculty /staff. $1100 inclusive. 2½ mile;,
from campus. 659-5932.

Congratulations Marianne D_ for your
induction into the Order of Omega. Beauty
AND brains- what a combination! We love
}'9_'.-1- your sister of Delta Z.

FREE APT.- Grad student family seeks
responsible person to share large 2-family
Rochester home and meals in return for
light housekeeping and parttime childcare.
Use of beach condo included . Near bus
route. 1 -335-2693.

C- The ad would read like this: "Desperately
seeking male- hot female was just dumped
by a loser, needs a spring fling to lift spirits,
if interested, please call 868-XXXX" Love,

C
Jenn- you made itt Congrats to you and
your Pledge Class. You are the greatestt
Love, Donna

SUMMER SUBLET: looking for qu iet,
responsible, non-smoker to share 2
bedroom apt. in Dover. On Kari-van route
To Craig's Cabin Crew: Watch out for those
1 O minutes to Durham. Fall option·.
' pillow police! (Good thing we all got new
$250/mo (heat and hot water included)
last names') Next time everyone must drink
or b.o. Dan or Marc 7 49-6658.
their quota! Thanks for a great time! Love,
Molly and Tammy

t05T·t
fQUNT)

Summer Housing .. .Durham ... Alpha Gamma
Rho. $35/week for double. Call Timmy T.
~Jim Papas at 868-9859 for more info.

'!!_IF?_ : Dover quiet l~cation 749-6376

TAE KWON-DO. the art of self-defense.
For more information call Hwang's Tae
Kwon-Do at 743-6500

Ring found near Horton last Thursday . If
lost one, call & describe it. Julie 4425

~.'.-1

Found - one of the best singing groups
around. The New Hampshire Gentlemen.
To pick up, go to the Field House Saturday
~~Y 6 at 8 p.m. - Finder's_F
_e_e_$_4_ ___.:___

Looking for summer employment? We are
a personnel service that offers a variety
of temporary office positions in the Northern
MA, Southern NH, and Southern ME areas.
We offer top wages and referral bonuses.
Call Key Personnel O 964-9495 or 7433373

Visiting Professor from France seeks shortterm rental July 4 - August 15 for family
(Children 11 and 13 years old). Call Dean's
Office - WSBE 862-1983

SERVfCES

In Durham this Summer? Animal Caretaker
positions open, UNH Wiidlike Research
Facility. Work Study only. Call Paul 8621051 or 642-5252.

Apartment in Newmarket available for
summer and fall. $185/month; 2 BR
available. Call Mike or Kevin at 659-3126
~}_eave a message.

· TYPING: Lowest Prices Available! (We
know, We've Checked). Free PickUp/Delivery. Spelling. Editing Service. Call
Beckwith-Douglas Service 7 49-0594

Found: Pair of Vuarnet 2000's in gray case.
Call Ken at 868-3257

- - - - -- -- -- -- -

ADOPTION: educated farm couple offer
love, stability, wonderful life, room to grow.
Expenses paid. Call collect Susan and Alan
802-592-3384.
Come run with Alpha Chi Omega in the
2nd Annual Lonnie•Stern Memorial Run ..
May 7th at 10:00 a.m. Alpha Chi Omega
Schrader Plantatio~: Massa Mark will be
auctioning off some prime slaves on
Saturday May 6. There will be two field
. hands- Andy and Chris. And three cooks,
Marie, Christin~, and Michele_ They are
well trained and have their own teeth. Infocall Massa Mark
Miz Polly, 862-1959.

m

Pete: Happy 20th Birthday'! Look, you got
a personal! We're gonna be great-we really
are._I love you so much! Sara
Trebreh- Congratulations skidl Love- little
Miss Muffet.
The Phi Mu car wash is rescheduled tor
Sunday May 7 from 10-2 in the Burger King
parking lot.
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TEECH- Wherever you go, I'll be with you,
Whatever you want, I'll give it to you. You 'll
always be the one. You were the first, you'll
bethe last! -CT
Come run with Alpha Chi Omega in the
2nd Annual Lonnie Stern Memorial Run.
May 7th at 10:00 a.m. Alpha Chi Omega.
Julie, HOLD ONI July 15th is just around
the corner. I'm so glad you really didn't
want me to leave. Let 's go to another block
party. I wonder what really did happen that
night' Love always, Dave.
ADOPTION: educated farm couple offers
love, stability, wonderful life. room to grow.
Expenses paid. Call collect Susan and Alan
802-592-3384.
1981 Plymouth Champ, excellent condition ,
40 mpg , cheap transportation , only asking
$900. Call Paul 659- 7781.
Mr. and Mrs. Duffy, You are the best house
mom and dad on this campus. Have a great
summer. See you in August. The sisters
(your daughters) of Kappa Delta.
To the National Officer who helped make
Kappa Delta at UNH a success ...Thanks
so much Sandi , we 'll miss you. The sister
of Kappa Delta.
Gregg Brady, I love you. Is your litost cured
yet? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _
CAREN- Happy 21st, now you can drink
legally' Thanx for a great year. Look forward
to an even better year to come, the
"Triple 's" back. Let's make our senior year
one to remember, Love, Rappie.
CA gal, you've made me happier than I've
been in a long time. I'm going to miss you,
but you'll never be any further than my
dreams. Love you - Slinky man.
Julie with the aerobic lifestyle and captivating eyes. Your company made my
Sunday night. I'd really like to see you again.
-Pat

- - - - - - - -- - - - -

PD. S. - Nice to see you found a NBB, but
it's way past ten. So much for the dance.
AOH ·ma_kes me think of you now. So what
do you think the great consequences will
be? Love, TSW. PS. I'd rather you be the
lawyer.
Sharon-Congratulations, you made it'
You 're an awesome little sis. Love, your
big sister.

Phi Mu would like to congratulate Cathy
Conaty for being accepted to the Order
of Omega Honor Society. Love, the sisters
of Phi Mu.
Reg- It's been a great four years and the
next two weeks could be the best. A century
a day!
To THE WRESTLER, Stay away from tennis
courts and race tracks- I hear they can
be a losing experience (But keep the
cookies coming). Love, the HOCKEY
CHICK
Jenn S.- Congratulations! You're a great
addition to the family. Love, the other little
sister.

The Phi Mu car wash is rescheduled for
Sunday, May 7 from 10-2 in the Burger King
fl_8rking_lo_t_. _ __
Come run with Alphs Chi Omega in the 2nd
annual Lonnie Stern Memorial run. May
7th at 10:00 a.m. Alpha Chi Omega.
Steve-O, Congratulations on Kappa Sigma.
Let's celebrate .. Your place or mine? Sound
famil iar? It should. Aren't you glad you read
the personals now? - ME

- - ----

Suck it up - Go see The Gents' Cheaper
than a movie and more fun than watching
TV Field House- May 6, 8 p.m. Only four
dollars for students.
iN'DRA, you Lat~ ~ Love Devil. I saw your
birthday poster ,n Ham Smith. I know a 21
year old Latvian named Indra, too. Please
call her at home 742-5160 or me (Linda)
~ work (days ) 749-9424 . .
Thank you to every girl who 's taken a stroll
down memory lane with my photo album .
I've loved you all. Pete C.

-

·--

---

WE DELIVER : Scorpio's Provisions is now
delivering movie rental and everything else
we sell. Mon -S un, 6-8 p.m., no dorms. Call
868-9616.
Hey Johnny- Here 's a little something for
~ur Bir!hdayl Happy 22nd~ve, Chuck
ZILLA- yes , it 's that time again ... another
fine and exciting SCOPE concert . Today
from 12-5 p.m. at the Granite State room, ·
MUB for FREE! FREEi FREEi See the Happy Campers, In the Flesh , and Heretix play
their sizzling soundtlll
Diane C- Get psyched for senior year in
B3. We're going to have a blast! ... remember
the motto! -Allison
Chris, First impressions are the worst..
especially when you're drunk. I don't know
what I'd do without you. Thanks for always
being. there. -Kim . ___ _ _ _· - - Deb- A pizza and a six pack by midnight
Tuesday or monkey loss aim.
TODAY in the Granite State Room, MUB
the area's best bands are playing for FREE!
Come see them from 12-5 p.m. and start
celebrating for the weekend ... earlyll
T-Bird. Heard you got a job this summer.
Good luck! Hope to see you a LITTLE this _
summer. -Jon P.S. H won't be home tonight.
Phi Mu would like to congratulate Jenn
Young for being accepted to the AED Honor
Society. Love, the sisters of Phi Mu. .
TheLMT558Classisholdingaspringbash
this Sunday, May 7th. Tickets are available
for everyone at the Atrium in Hewitt Hall
or from any student in the class. This
barbecue will be loads of fun tor everyone!
For more information, call Sue at 868-6094.
Hi SMEN! How are you doing? Well, I guess
we haven't gotten too much of a chance
to see and talk with each other this year!
I MISS YOU THOUGH'!! OKAY? Ha! (Yep,
it's me ... your old room mate!) Anyways,
I HOPE WE GET TO SEE EACH OTHER
BEFORE THE SUMMER! (How's Mahk?)
Love ya tons!

f

•

•.'.•,-

I have two RED SOX tickets which I'd like
to exchange for another game. The tickets
are for the June 22 (Thurs . night) game
agains·t Texas. Root box seats. Call Sue
or John. 868-3854.
Jonathan, Happy 21st Birthday and 2-year
anniversary. You make me so happy. I'll
be thinking of you on Saturday. I love you;
~u are my dream. -S.
Come run with Alpha Chi Omega in the
2nd Annual Lonnie Stern Memorial Run.
May_7th at 10:00 a.m. Alpha Chi O m ~
What 's the difference being different? Do
you need support or want to talk to someone
about being different at UNH .. .feel free to
call any of these members of the Diversity
Committee: Denise Connors , Nursing dept.
862 - 3405 ; Stuart Chur c hill - Hoyer, Dean
of Students Office , 862 -2050; Les Fisher,
Eng lis h Dept. 862 - 131 3: Ma riann e Fortesc ue, Student Activities 862 - 1524; Susan
Fr anzosa, De pt. of Educ ation 862-2 376;
Emily Moore. Dean of Students Offi ce 862 2050
Tom C-Thanks for the great time at the
Kappa Delta formal, hope you weren 't too
shocked' Good luck after graduation ... only
twoo weeks leftl -Allison
Donna, I couldn 't have gotten a better big
sis. Who will I buy Ben & Jerry's tor next
year? I'll miss you tons. Road trip' Love ,
Michele
M. Bonita- Well, if your boyfriend can 't send
you a damn personal then I guess it's up
to us11 (sorry Eba) Dead squirrels on the
road, Eba at the window, and the aroma
of Dinty Moore Stew- Wow, your roommates
must really love you. Thanks for a great
year!! Love, the sweaty bitches of J6 P.S.
Do you smell smoke?

Ric, here's an original personal'
Laury - Who will I mop the floor with next
year? And what will I do without someone
to borrow my clothes all the time? I'll miss
you . Love, the clothes closet across the
hall
K.A. Why doesn't society accept people
to have more than one? It's such a lonely
number.
Karen- a year had gone, mixed messages
were all we felt, no one cared we didn 't
care , but we went out , why? B.B .C. was
just the beginning. Girlfriend who? Boyfriend who? We were too preoccupied to
care Boston , Kill ington, Hot Tubs , Ashworth ,
Wagon on Rt. 4 , motel , motel , motel ,
Killington again and even this time we
skiied, Valentine ' s / Limo , Hilton Head,
Daytona, the East Coast , Maryland , Atlantic
City , Jay Peak, Jackson Cabin , Phi Mu ,
Butterfl y Kisses and cookie' Past, Present
and Future with yo u are desirable. -Love ,
Daniel
Jen a17d Jill- "WAISTED LOVE! God, I just
wish I could get it back ." You guys, now
you got me learning the lines. -Gash
·
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE GENTLEMEN ARE
HOLDING THEIR TENTH ANNIVERSARY
SPRING SONG FEST IN THE FIELD
HOUSE , YES , THE FIELD HOUSEi On
SATURDAY , MAY 6 at 8 PM. Only four
bucks for more fun than humans are
allowed to have.

The LMT 558 Class is holding a Spring Bash
this Sunday, May 7th. Tickets are available
for everyone at the Atrium in Hewitt Hall
or from any student in the class .. This
barbecue will be loads of tun tor everyone'
For more information, call Sue at 868-6094.
LAURA, DONNA, BRIAN , WILL and the rest
of the gang. Thanks tor making my years
at UNH the best :wer' Love , The Phi Mu
Metal Head
Come to Kappa Delta Open House Today 11
~-5 p.m _
HOT LEGS. YOU ' RE SUCH A DOLLI
SORRY ABOUT THOSE D.RINKS, BUT
THANKS FOR YOUR NOTES. SFT YOU
AT GRADUATION. GOOD LUCK! -an Ex
Into Desker
MARIA DYKEMAIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII WHAT'S
WRONG WITH MY EXCLAMATION
POINTS?IIIII
Come to KD 's open house this Fridayl 2
pm.:_to 5 p.m .
SAY HAPPY GRAO-UATION TO YOUR
SPECIAL SENIOR! Send your friend a giant
12 inch Chewy Chocolate Chip Cookie.
We personalize these cookies with our own
creamy frosting. Say CONGRATULATIONS just in time for graduat ion by
sending: *A message for the cookie• Your
friend's name and address• $1 0.00 to: Katie
and Amy 's Campus Cookies, 19 Main St.,
#4 , Durham, NH 03824 . For your convenience drop In or call at 868-1917.

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY

LIZ
CROSSLEY!

'CHECK OUT THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
GENTS IN THE FIELD HOUSE ON SATURDAY; MAY 6 AT 8 P.M. ELVIS WILL BE
THEREI

Lizard,
You're looking
better every year

To the guy I sleep with- You big studll Did
you know I was going to do this? Oh, wellGotta go shower. -Your little derivative of
coca,ne.

WE LOVE YOU!

Nice Lid!

love,
Kim,Pam,Sue,Mimi

Hi Chad, Julie, Kristine, Rich , Sebastian'!
Thanks for an awesome semester. The
firS t pitcher is on me. Love , Laura Lynn
Mein Lieb_ster Marc: lch warte auf dir. Bitte
warten sie auf mich, auch. \ch habe zeit.
Haben sie? lch hoffe . lche verwahre all
meine Kusse fur dich. \ch werde dich
vt-rmissen und lch liebe Dich. -Deine
Snugglebunny
, - -=-=-----'----

-

- -- - - -

M.B. and Nik- Great duo in Hall hockey!
-F
Jen, Amy, Tina, Nancy, Karen, Pam,
Michelle, Suzy, Kim, Erin, Cathi, and all
the rest: Thanks for helping improve my
skills.

- - -- - - - -- - -- -

Me I- I wannaa doo the wild thing- for some
reason it sounds so much better with the .
fan. -F

SANDI,
Our beloved, rational
national,
we are forever indebted
to your ;I,Uidance and ,
discipline, and promise
to uphold those standards
you have inculcated.
Always your ladies ...

A~ ~ ·1t1:Jd?! A~~ ~ ! !
'f) o 11~ 1,ee 11~1),,1,el[ ~1, i#.-e ~etxti

l~ H~:Jle?!
We need reporters

If you are interested in sports and enjoy writing}
contact the sports editors at

The New Hampshire.
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SCOREBOARD

Baseball Stats (not including yesterday's game)
Batting
#..... ~.Player ............ BA ... AB ... H .. RBI..HR. .. BB .. SO

Women's Lax

__Men's Lacrosse Stats
Record 3-6
(Not includi,,;g Harvard game)

15 Jeff Mtdrura..-9--21_11
7 Muk &:mik..._8_15_5
11 Tim Vetram--9-.9-..2
20 Kevin Growffy_9_5_6

2

5

22 Brian Q.iirk............9.............6..........0

ECAC Tournament at
Dartmouth, May 6- 7
( 1) William and Mary
(2) Brown University
(3) Dartmouth
(4) UNH
Saturday Pairings
Brown v. Dartmouth 1
p.m.
UNH v. William and Mary
3p.m.
Sunday
Championship game 1
p.m.
No consolation

06 Mike Levin .. (.403) ... 67 ... 27 .. 15 .. .4 ..... 7 ... 5
05 Jim Rigazio ..... (.319) ... .47 ... 9 ... 15 ... 0 . .4 ... 6
08 Mike Garzone ... :(.313 ) ..... 64 .. 10 ... 20 .. 3.... 5 .. 16
16 Mike Varano .... (.298) ... .57 ... 12 ... 17 .... 0 ... 11..10
7 Dave Stewart .... (.265) .... 68 ... 7 .... 18 ... 0 .... 6 ... 3
3 Jim Lucci ..... :... (.264) .... 53 ... 7 .... 14 ... 0 .... 7 ... 13
11 Sean Hamilton ..... (.236) .... 55 ... 13 .. 5.... 0 .... 7 .... 7
17 Sean Ashley ....... (.227) .... 66 .. 10 ... 15 ..... 0 .... 7 .... 8
10 Scott MacDonald ... (.222) .... 36 ... 5.... 8 .... 0.... 3.... 9

Record 6-5 (not including Vermont game)

"12 Tony Martins ...... (.220) ... .41...9 .... 4 ... 0 .... 7 .. -.10

Nrure-Gims-~

2 ·Phil Dupras ..... (.190) ...... 21 .. .4 ... 0 ... 0 ... 2 .... 6

24 Paul Talmo..........:..9.............3......_2

Iiz Brid<ley.......... 11............19..............13

29 Kevin Fascetta .. (.154) ....... 13 ... 1...2 ... 0 ... 1.. .. 1

6 Bill Sullivari.............9............. 1..........3

.Ar1lla Hill............ 11............25 ..............4

18 Kevin Mealey ..... (.091) ...... 22 ... 3 ... 0 ... 0 ... 4 .... 1

4 Jdm Mrunighy_9--3_0

Lynre Alfutt._11-17---2

4 Jim Neary ....... (.083) ... 12 ...... 2 ... 0 .. 0 .. 1 .... 2

5 Dave RooirIDn.-9

2

1 . Gutn.y Md<owrL..11

32 Bnxe Md:rnil:L9-L--2

8

1

Alita Haytayan.-11_5.-3
Anne Ensor_._.. lL..._.4_......-.3

UNH .................. (.259) .. 695 ... 9~ ... 180 .... 7 ... 73 .. 108
Opponent ........... (.292) ... 719 ... 160 .. 210 .... 16 .. 88 ... 72

21 John Zwack._9_...1._1

Kierstin C,opfola.....9-5-1

9 Brure Medd.............9............1...........1

l.aure GerominLll_3_1

23 01ris Arrix...........9.............1..........0
BJ Samph.............11_....__l

34 Brad fuhn.....- ....9...·-···..l..........0
26 Dave Pflug...-.......9--.....1..........0
8 ~ Nash._9__0.__.1

Creryl Bergeron_9_l_l
Scx:>ttie King............7............1..............0
Katey Stone............ 11............0..............1

UNH Ttm1 Taak......9-76-41
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Sports Shorts
Football Notes

'29 Frank Fiore............9-~-7
30 Brectl.n 0Bren_9

..

UNH TOOlls,__ll-~-31

OPP Ttm1 TaaL9-10'5-57 . OPP TotaJs._ll_(f)_l7

Pitching
# ..... Player ........ ERA ... W-L..IP .. R ... BB .. SO

20 Dan Sweet .. (0.00) ... 0-0 ... 2 .. 0 ... 0 ... 1
26 Rob Carpentier.(4.19) .... 2-5 . .43 .. 29 .. 20 ... 23
25 Mike Smith .... (4.50) ..... 2-2 .. 20 .. 19 .. 10 .. 6
24 Joe Teixiera.(5.69) .. 9 .. 3-4 .. 55.3 .. 37 .. 35 .. 23
10 Scott McDonald ... (5.87).0-0 ... 7.7 .. 6 .. 5.4 ... 3
19 Rick Staba ...... (7.71) .. 0-1..7 ... 9 .. 6 .... 6
21 Chris Schott .. (8.20) ... 1-0 ... 18.7 .. 18 .. 6 . .4

Goalie and Team Statistics
Men
Goalie Statistics
# ..... Player ....... G ... W-L. .. Gs ... Svs .... Svpt ... GAA

9 Scott Aronson .. (9.00) .. 0-0 ...... 1..1. ... 1. ... 1

03 Steve Milhous .. 5 ... 1-2 .... 34 ... .42----.553 .. 9.80

23 Jim Stevens.(12.96) .. 0-3 ..... 16.7 .. 34 .. 27 ... 5

12 Craig Benes ... 5 ... 2-4 .... 71.. .. 86----.548 .. 12.85
UNH Totals-----9 ... 3-6 .... 105 .... 128----.549 .. 1 l.67

UNH ...... (6.42) .. 7-l 7 .. 3 .. 175.3 .. 160 .. 88 ..... 72

OPP Totals-----9 .. _.6-3 ..... 7 6 .... 115----.602 .. 8.84

Opp ...... (3.28).17-7 .. 3 ... 181.0 ... 96 .. 73 .... 108 ·

27 Rick Mutersbaugh.(9.00) .. 0-0 ... 2 .. 2 ... 1. .. 0

Team Statistics: New Hampshire .......... Opponent

New England Standings ··

Shots at goal. ........ 304 ................. 378

Team ........... Conf ................. ~All

Ground Balls .......... 389 ................. 377
Extra Man Effeciency

Maine ............... 9-0 .................. 20- 7

New Hampshire .......... 15 - 50 .300

Christa Hansen .... 11.. ..... 520 ..... 91.. .. (.61 l) ... 58 ... 5.6

Vermont .............. 4-11 .................. 9-19

Hockey NotesSunday morning pick-up hockey session in Dover is now
looki"ng for adult players. The
session will be similar to stick
practice, no ref's, except with
the same group of players each
week. The program will run
once a week, 7:30 a.m. to 9:00
a.m., for seven weeks beginning
July 16. Register before July 1
and the fee is $62.00 per skater.
Register after July 1 and it will
be $70.00. Registration is limited to 20 skaters and two goalies.
Call the Dover Arena at 7425463 for more info.

Sportstester
Who was the last major
league baseball player who did
not have to wear a helmet at the
plate?

NU .................. 3-6 .................. 12-14-1
CLARIFICATION

Sports on TV
Friday

Baseball·
Texas Rangers at Boston Red Sox, 7:30 p.m., Channel
38

OPP ..................... 192 ........ 60 ............ 123

Last weekend, the 'Cats fared
well at the Penn Relays and at
Dartmouth. The 4x400 relay
team (Darrel Covell, Mike Wellington, Barney Barromea and
Joe Almasian) finished at
3: 17 .95 at Penn, coming up one
half second off the school record.
The distance medley team
placed second with Covell and
Barromeo joining Ryan Landvoy and Randy Hall with a time
of 9:54.09.
Sunday, sophomore Doug
Sargent was one of the high~
lights at Dartmouth, finishing
fourth in the javelin competition with a toss of 187-10.
UNH Men's Track will travel
to Vermont on Saturday for the
Eastern Intercollegiate Championships where they will compete against the best in the
region.

Hartford ............ 6-6 .................. 11-15-1

UNH ................. 3-8 ................... 7-17

UNH ..................... 273 ........ 90 ............. 96

Track Notes- --- -- - -

C.Conn St ........... 5-4 .................. 15-8

Opponent ............... 16 - 53 .302
Women
Goaltending ...... Gms ..... Mins ..... Svs .... Svpt .... Gs ... GAA

Wendy Young ........ 3........ 30 ...... 5.... (.714) .... 2 ... 3.3
Team Statistics .......... Shots ....... Goals ......... Saves

Matt Banbury and Will
Tychsen have been named cocaptains of tbe 1989 University
of New Hampshire football
team.
Banbury, the 5-10, 230-pound
fullback, finished second on the
squad in rushing and third in
receiving last year. He ran for
280 yards and two touchdowns, -averaging five yards per carry.
He also caught 56 passes for 482
yards and a TD.
Tychsen is a two-year starter
at linebacker for UNH. For two
straight years he has finished
second in total tackles. He had
74 stops last season, including
three sacks.
The UNH squad will hold
their Annual Blue-White Game
Saturday at 1 p.m. in Cowell
Stadium. The 'Cats turned in
a 6-5 record last year and have
posted six · straight winning
seasons.

Boclley:Moncreal Canadiens at Philadelphia Flyers
Game 3 Stanley Cup semifinals, 7:30 p. m.,
Sportschannel

Baslletblll:
Atlanta Hawks at Milwaukee Bucks Game 4, 8 p.m.,
TBS.
Saturday
Bueb.ill:Texas Rangers at Boston Red Sox I p.m.,
NESN.
lloc:lleJ:Calgary Flames at Chicago Blackhawks Game
3 Stanley Cup semifinals, 8:30 p.m., Sportschannel.
lllslletlllll: CBS 3:30 p.m. games to be announced

In last Friday's paper there
was a misunderstanding in the
article about baseball head coach
Ted Conner. It was rumored that
Conner had cut Carlton Fisk
when Fisk was a freshman.
According to Conner, -Fisk did
not return to UNH for his
sophomore year due to academic
-reasons and not because of his
athletic ability.
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W om en cre w
dr op oa rs
weekend_ ··
By Ellen Harris
The race course on the Oyster
If you were a competi tor River has been inpenetra ble for
about to face the number two the past week due to low tide
crew team in the United States, at practice time, so the women's
how would you feel?
varsity went out on Sunday
The women's crew team will when the tide finally cooperated,
have this challenge on Saturday, said Ludwig.
when they travel to Princeton
A common strategy is for
to compete against the second crews to take a mid-race "mini' sprint" to make a move on an
best women's eight crew.
"I think they' re really excited opponen t or to break out from
about Princeto n," said Coach the rest of the competitors.
Jane Ludwig. "The race will be \
"We've been concentr ating
tough; it will tell us where we I on increasin g our speed for a
stand at Eastern Sprints."
1000 meter "mini-sp rint" and
The Eastern Sprints are the our final sprint," said Ludwig.
Division I eastern champio nLudwig said that the race will
ships the UNH women's team be a good cohesive experienc e
will be attending on May 21. The for the team. "UNH needs to
race attracts all the eastern crew work on confidence in order to
powers, includin g Columbi a, race well against the big
Syracuse , Radcliffe , and Prin- schools," she said.
ceton.
"The varsity line-up is new
"The better we hold out and has never raced together
,\r{J:}~JJQJ.t1t:r.:/ . ·
.,.~ -~·~::· ·:
- ···:· •.
against Priceton , the better before," said Ludwig. "I think 1?~
·r:>
chance we have of getting in the it's a faster crew than we've had Women' s crew has had a slow season but hopes to dip their oars this w.eek~nd. (Ellen Harri~
finals at Easern Sprints," said in the past, but it's difficult to
I
Melissa Wakely, who rows in tell how fast until we get some photo)
2-seat of the varsity boat.
competiti o~."
"We are excited!" said Wake_ The women's team has had
ly. "It'll be nice to do well."
a scarce race season, with only
To get ready for the race, the one race behind them so far. A
to
team has been working on race they had schedule d with
the hands of the new Men's relations , will be trying
an
is
This
that.
just
h
increasi~g their aerobic capacity, Smith for April 22 was cancelled By Glenn Sabalewski
accomplis
Chap"Gib"
Director
Athletic
.
Are you a Wildcat supporte r
and sprmt speed.
due to harsh weather.
man. Chapma n is currently entirely new position and the
men's
of
state
the
about
much
worried
s
so
doing
wee"We've been
Besides Princeto n this
finishing his duties as AD at the "specific goals and strategie
short work (short, fast practice kend, the team faces Boston athletics at UNH? If you do Universit y of Toronto.
are still being develope d," acpieces that increase strength Universi ty on May 13 before support your teams you have
One of the things he is work- cording to Bob Izzano of the
justif icacion for such concern.
and speed) that we've had to heading to the Eastern Sprints.
on now is hiring a men's developm ent office, where Friel
Hockey, football, and basket- ing
rebuild our aerobic capacity, "
A successful performa nce at
ll coach to replace will be working.
basketba
said Ludwig. "The varsity did the sprints will allow the team ball are considered the "major" Gerry Friel, who resigned last
Also, in the effect to shed the
four 2000 meter race pieces on to go on to the National Cham- spores at UNH. Of these pro- month after 20 seasons. He will "seacoast" university image, the
grams, only football has had
Sunday to prepare for this I pionships on June 3.
work with O'Neil in this effort. hockey team will play a game
consisten t success in the 1980' s.
"One of the things we're looking against Bowdoin College in
The football team has profor is somebod y who can be a Manchest er, NH next January.
duced a winning record in 14
"We're looking to the 90s as
recruiter and maybe has
strong
of the last 15 seasons. "It's been
beginnin g for athletics
new
a
O'Neil
that,"
do
to
a network
our one flagship type of proon track," explained
back
get
to
gram," accordin g to Mike said.
O'Neil. "Under the leadershi p
impormost
the
is
g
Recruitin
O'Neil, the director of the
lot
tant factor for success in any of Gib Chapman you'll see a
division of athletics. U nforcuof Ted of things happenin g. He comes
situation
the
Take
sport.
nately these winning seasons
who coaches both soccer very highly qualified. He's been
produced a Yankee Garber,
haven't
to
ay
Wednesd
on
ge
in programs where they've been
Cambrid
lacrosse.
and
By Frank A. Bonsal
and he's brought them to
down
play a tenacious Harvard team Conference Champio nship since
g
recruitin
"We have no
The men's lacrosse team split on a blustery May 2. The Wild1976.
new heights."
we
else
everone
while
budget
decisions in their last two games cats came out strong and scored - After an NCAA Final Four
However , we shouldn' t exsoccer and
winning at Providen ce College evenly in the first period with appearan ce in March of 1983, play does, in both
too much, too soon. "It's
pect
Garber is also
last Saturday 13-5, and losing three goals per team. The se- Men's Hockey has endured some lacrosse," he said.
to be a process that cakes
going
full-time
a
of
benefit
the
to a strong Harvard College cond and third quarters left the difficult times. The last five without
three years," O ' Neil
or
two
sport while
team on Wednesd ay 15-11. The Wildcats outscored by a 7 to 1 seasons have been losing ones, assistant in either
cautions.
have
do
on
competiti
his
of
Wildcats' record now stands at margin leaving th e score l0- 4 though this past season's Hock- most
There are definitel y some
chis benefit.
3-7 overall, 3-3 in New England. at the end of the third. UNH
signs . With Chapma n,
good
these
as
such
ances
Circumst
East playoff birth by a young
Providen ce College was no did not give in though, as they ey
has someone other than
UNH
a sign of promise.
shows
team,
are a result of lack of finances
match for the Wildcat offense came back with seven goals to
d
b l
•
person as the Men's
interim
an
are
Steps
here.
surprise
no
is
six
only
'Basket al has ha
as the 'Cats outscore d their the Crimson's five. But it would
first time in two
the
for
AD
this
improve
opponen ts 13-5. This was be too little too late as time ran winning seasons since World being taken to
been recogniz ed
has
It
years.
reach
to
is
goal
"Our
the
situation.
,
Bruckner
backed up by a stalwart defense out with the Wildcats succumb- War II," as Mike
men's basketba ll
new
the
that
state
the
of
and nearly impenetr able goal- ing by the score 11-15. Botnick UNH sports informati on direc- out to the people
be a strong recruiter.
must
coach
our
co
and
re
Hampshi
New
of
said.
Enough
put it.
tending by tri-capta in Craig (3-3) and Mechura (2-1) were tor,The
status of baseball, la- alumni and friends," said Football has a strong nucleus
Benes with a personal best of high scorers on the day.
d
upcomin g
soccer aren't impres- Garber. " For too long a period returnin g for the
an
crosse,
on
Coach Garber comment ed
22 saves on the day. Wildcat
Baseball has had of time we've been viewed too season. The hockey team has
either.
sive
scoring was lead by high scorer the game and the Crimson .
corner and
all winning seasons in much as a seacoast universit y. started to turn the
Jeff Mechura (4-1), Tim Vetra- "They're a good team. Their almost
but are currently in I think we need to become the is loaded with underclas smen.
decade
this
no (3-0), Mark Botnick (2-1), defense was strong. We had
want peo- Most importan tly, efforts to
Bruce Medd (1-1), Frank Fiore some great [ offensive J oppor- the midst of what will probably state university. We
our state increase fundraisi ng are being
is
this
that
say
co
in
ple
year
their second losing
(1-1), John McConag hy with a tunities which we could not be
has already had universit y and these are our stepped up.
Lacrosse
row.
a
goal, and Brendan O'Brien and capitalize on."
Success breeds success and if
two consecutive losing seasons, athletic teams represen ting
Bill Sullivan with two· assists
everythin g falls into place men's
Today's game against UVM an d soccer has produced only New Hampshi re."
will be a test of the Wildcat's one team above .500 in the 80s.
apiece. The score was 5-4 in
to
Friel, in his new position as athletics may yet return
UNH's favor at the half and persevera nce having lost some
future.
near
the
in
ways
winning
athletic
y
__ All of these problems are in director of universit
turned into a rout in the second close games. UNH looks forhalf as the Wildcats outscored ward to their second home win
Student Female
Women's Major
the Friars 8 to 1.
of the season, but realizes full
Defens ively the UNH
ribble
Champ ion
Double-d
will
UAC
nts
well that the Catamou
strongho ld was too much for
be a formidable opponent . UVM
Stacy Berger 190 laps
the Friars as they allowed four
is comming off a close loss at
Women's Minor
/Staff Male
Faculty
goals in the second quarter and
the hands of Dartmou th 10-11
Scotts
Great
only one goal in the entire
win.
a
for
and will be hungry
Champron
second half. Highligh ts were
This is the last home game for
Ed Ricker 102 laps
ld
defensem en Bruce MacDona
the 1989 Wildcats before they
Team ·- -Co-Rec
Minor
Men's
and Prescott Nash with an assist
wrap up the season at Darteach, and D-man Dave Haynes
UNH
If
Tuesday.
next
mouth
0.P. McGurns
Champ ion
Student Male
· scoring unassiste d in the first
wins these final two games it
quarter.
Williamson 235 laps
fourth
minute of the
Champ ion
will leave them highly rankec'
Major
Men's
· Solid defense was backed by
Durette, Dennis O'Connell,
(Dave
in New England. The 'Cats will
Brent Bell 212 laps
Benes in the net with a formidDawn Alexander, Julie Sinclair)
SAE Rize
play in Cowel! Stadium at 3:00
~ble 22 saves.
this afternoon .
1

'"i :

.

Pe ril s of me n's sp or ts

1

Me n's lax sn ag
on e fro m Friars

Rec Sports

Champions Intramural Basketball

•

5x5

Jog/Walk Marathon

•
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Brad y vaul ts succ ess
By Liisa Reimann
Discouraged and yearning for
a change of pace, she quit
gymnastics and immersed herself in high school track. Now,
three years later, she has become
the only Wildcat gymnast to
have ever competed in the
NCAA National Championship.
Lori Brady was all smiles. "I
felt honored [and] psyched to
be the first to make it," she said.
Brady, a freshman at UNH, feels
she is actively contributing to
the school's efforts to produce
quality athletes and get its
"name on the board" of the
collegiate sporting world.
Already ranked among the
nation's leading gymnasts,
Brady has set both UNH and
NCAA records since her return
to the sport. Her winning vault
at the Northeast Regional Championship not only qualified her
for the Nationals, but set a
UNH and NCAA record of 9.80
- improving the individual
record of 9.60 she had set at the
University of Rhode Island
earlier in the season.
At the UNH Invitational in
February, Brady took the individual all-around title with a
37.20, cJespite tough opposition
from Iowa State, Michigan State,
and the University of Iowa .
Women's lax scoops Vermont,
for their final home stin~ _ After that meet Brady found
of the season. (Mike Parnham photo)
herself "getting upset with the
littlest mistake" and questioning
her ability to live up to the
standards she had set herself.
"I had to learn to take each
meet one at a time," she said.
At the National Championship at the University of Georgia, the biggest and most exciting meet of the season, with
into the cage at the 6:45 mark. coverage from CBS television,
By Liz Lerner
Brickley's offense sparkled then Brady estimated 170 competThe University of New began to shine. She
scored cwo itors supported by hundreds of
Hampshire women's lacrosse of her four goals
of the day, back fans.
team ended their last game of to back, ending
Among Brady's fans were her
the first half.
the regular season on a high
Tri-captain Lynne Abbott
note by defeating the University started the
second half by scorof Vermont, 9-5.
ing her 100th career point with
Although the Caramounrs less than a minute
gone on the
had an impressive 8-4 record time clock. The
Catamounts
going into the game, they were seemed co
regroup during the
not have the caliber of a team
half, playing stronger and with
UNH had faced in its lase four
more intensity. Their primary
home contests.
turn around was in the number
With chis in mind, Head and quality
of their shoes.
Coach Marge Anderson was
Vermont scored to silence the
pleased with her team's ability crowd after
Abbott's milestone.
to focus in on Wednesday's
Shortly after rhe Caramount
game, rather than look ahead goal,
Abbott scored again. Brickto the upcoming ECAC tournaley then opened the game up
ment. Coach Anderson des- for the Wildcat's
as she sandcribed the game "as very well
wiched her third and fourth
played" and was happy with the goals around
a UVM's third goal
end result.
of the game, to make the score
The Wildcats came ready to
play after Tuesday's postpon- 9-3.Coach Anderson
used the
ment due to rain. Their offense
second half as opportunity for
was on target from the very
many of the new .players who
beginning, instantaneously obhad never played in a lacrosse
vious by Anna Hill 's goal just
game to get field experience.
22 seconds into the game. This
"Paige Christie was one of
gave the Wildcats the opening
chose inexperienced players and
edge, which they continued to
did a commendable job today,"
build upon throughout the half. _
said Anderson.
Vermont did manage to get
UVM closed out the game by
on the board once during the
tallying two more goals to make
first half. Bur the Wildcat 's
the final score a more respecdefensive pressure quieted the
table 9-5 Wildcat victory.
Cacamounts. They were unable
This win ended UNH's regto score again in the half. Credit
ular season with a 7-5 record.
goes to the defensive unit and
The Wildcats will travel to
steady performance in the cage , Dartmouth
this weekend in
by freshman goalie Christa
hopes of regaining the ECAC ¥'.•
Hansen.
title which they last held two
Ocher goals in the first half
years ago. UNH will face Wilwere scored by Kierstin Copliam and Mary in the first round,
pola, Anna Hill and Liz Brickley.
Saturday at 3:00 p.m. They will
Coppola scored with 3:57 into
face either Brown or Dartmouth
the game. Her shoe answered
in the next round, which will
the Catamouncs lone goal of the
be played on Sunday.
half. Hill then increased the
'Cats lead to ?>-1 as she fired one

9-5,

Defe nse shin es,
lax beat s VT

mother, and UNH coaches Gail
Goodspeed and Ed Dani. "Ohio
State was [also] cheering me
on," said Brady, encouraged by
such spirited support.
Although Brady's vault scored
a 9.50 and placed her 34th it
did not quite qualify her for ;he
finals. "I was really upset," said
Brady, who competed in the first
session. "I wanted to show a
good yault and didn't feel I
accomplished that." Had she
been in the second session Lori
acknowledged the ourcom~ may
have been different. "I wanted
to go out and do it again," she
remembered.
But had she continued with
track at a collegiate level as she
had originally intended, Brady
wo~ld not have had the opportunity to compete at all. When
try~ng to choose a university
which would most suit her
needs, Brady "wanted to check
our the track team" at UNH.
What she saw she found
discouraging. "Here you need
to be self-dedicated,"' she said,
shrugging. "I need someone to
push me." On that same visit
Lori and her mother accidentally
"bumped" into Goodspeed and
Datri, striking up a conversation. "I felt comfortable with
them," said Brady. "They're easy
to talk to." Her interest in
gymnastics was restored.
This new-found interest in
the sport, as well as the feeling
that UNH was the best choice
academically, helped Brady
choose this university over other
schools. Brady, a student in the
Whittemore School of Business
and Economics, is in a nationally
renowned business school and
hopes to combine her education
and gymnastics experiehce in
later life.
'Td like to be able to open
up a place of my own," she said
which she dreams of often· ~

'

. place where she can teach her
sport to children, just as she
once was herself.
Brady began her gymnastics
career at six. In her hometown
of Pocasset, Massachusetts, she
remembers the small gymnastics club situated on the rotary
near her home. "My mom and
I used to go by and hope [ the
kids] would be working out,"
said Brady. "It looked like fun."
One day they stopped, and Brady
joined up.
Coming from a family who
understands her needs as an
athlete contributes to Lori's
well-being and athletic development. "They come to all my
meets, it's an extra little drive."
Brady said. "I really feel they
help me a lot. I feel like I
disappoint them if I don't
perform too well."
Brady felt she disappointed
her family, especially her pare!1ts, when she gave up gymnastics and returned to Pocasset
from the gymnastics academy
she had been attending in Pennsylvania. "I regret giving it up
- but I was so unhappy then, so
I probably wouldn't have done
well," she admits.
All that is behind her now,
and she's looking towards a
great future. Practicing daily
for several hours, Brady, who
recently won a full academic
scholarship for her next three
years at UNH, is perfecting old
routines and learning new ones.
"Vaulting's always been there
for me," said Brady, still slightly
miffed about her performance
at the Nationals. "It comes really
easy to me. It's not tiring like
floor (an event which leaves
room for creativity). I want to
try something new. I want a
routine that will make people
turn their heads."
The event needing the most
improvement, Brady feels, is
the balance beam. "When I stay
on I do really good," she said
laughing. "I just have trouble
staying on." On the uneven
parallel bars, Brady is learning
new and dangerous tricks which
require the use of a safety
harness. "I've been hanging in
the air like Peter Pan with a
supporting belt," she said giggling.
Soon, she 'll be flying. And
when she's had enough and her
body can no longer take the ,
pounding, she can show the
children the excitement and
challenge of the sport that is
_now such a large part of her life.

~CHAPMAN _ _ _ __

i.. (
I

c~n tin ued from page 31)

~

some relation with the coaching
fraternity from New Jersey
east."
Hammel agrees that the decision is nor an easy one. "This
is a big move for them," he said.
"[ Gerry l Friel has been there
a long time, and they do not
want someone to come there for
two or three years and move ·
on."
"The program needs stabilit .
. Nine, ten or twelve g9ys without
a coach is an ugly situation. The
A main thing I would be concerned
with is what can we do with the
players in the program now.
They need to know that the
program is headed in a new
direction," Hammel said.
1

I
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Sports

Chapma n seeks coach
~ay deadline past due date

•••••••V• .

•:v.

I
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Chapman needs basketball coach soon. (File photo)

Basebal l steals
two from USM
By Kevin Connelly
UNH Head Coach Ted
Conner watched a pair of tworun homers by Sean Hamilton
(in the fourth) and Sean Ashley
(in the fifth) to notch his 300th
career victory as head coach of
the Wildcats. Conner received
his 301st win in the second game
as a pair of pinch hitters brought
home the winning run in tlie
sixth to give UNH a 4-3 win and
a sweep from the 25-7 Southern
Maine Huskies.
UNH second baseman Jim
Lucci reached first on an error
by the Huskies shortstop in the
fifth, and center fielder Scott
MacDonald followed with a
triple to deep center, scoring
Lucci. Hamilton then stepped
up to the plate and hit a 3-1
fastball over the left field fence,
to give UNH a 3-1 lead.
They increased that lead off
the bat of Sean Ashley. Shortstop Dave Stewart lead off the
sixth with a walk, forcing the
Huskie pitcher to leave the ball
game .. Designated hitter Mike
Garzone faced new USM pitcher
Gre-g Coppeta and sacraf iced
Stewart to second base. Coppeta
fanned the next Wildcat batter,
bringing Ashley to the plate.
The junior right fielder hit
Coppeta' s second pitch deep to
left, giving UNH the 5-1 victory.

·

UNH starter Jim Stevens
held the Huskies scoreless in
his three innings of work. He
only allowed one base hit in the
three inning seine, before sophomore Dan Sweet relieved
him in the fourth. Sweet was
greeted by Huskie catcher Beau
Boyle's solo homerun to start
the fourth, but he settled down
on the mound after the blast and
dominated the USM hitters with
his fastball and hard breaking
curve. A bloop single in the
fourth with two outs was the
only other hit off Sweet, and the
righthander went on to retire
the last 10 batters in a row.
The second game of the

doubleheader was just as exciting for the fans in attendance
at Brackett Field. The 'Cats and
Huskies were deadlock at three
a piece going into the bottom
of the sixth. Pinch hitter Mike
Bossidy drew a walk and was
then relieved by pinch runner
Kevin Mealey. Mealey stole
second base and scored easily
on pinch hitter Jim Neary's
double. Chris Schott pitched the
final frame for the 'Cats and shut
down the Huskies to preserve
a 4-3 win.
Third baseman Mike Levin
lead off the first inning with
a double, and shortstop Dave
Stewart followed with an RBI
single. UNH increased their
lead to 2-0 in the second, when
center fielder Scott MacDonald
was hit by a pitch. He stole
second and scored when catcher
Phil Dupres reached on an error.
Southern Maine cu c the lead
in half in the third. Catcher Mike
Normandeau singled to center,
and after another single and a
UNH error, USM put themselves on the board.
The Wildcat's pushed up the
lead to two runs in the fifth.
Levin singled to lead off the
inning, Stewart sacrificed him
to second, and Mike Varano hit
a · chopper to shore forcing
• another Huskie error, giving
UNH a 3-1 lead.
Southern Maine tied the game
temporarily in the sixth. With
two outs, Maine received a
single by first baseman Jake
FowJer, and Bob Prince hit an
RBI triple to cut the lead to 32. Boyle then tied it up at three
with a single off UNH starter
Rob Carpentier.
Schott shut the door in the
seventh after UNH scored their
final run to take a 4-3 victory.
Carpentier went a strong six
innings and was credited with
the win while Schott picked up
the save.
The 'Cats host Holy Cross
today at 3:00 p.m. for a nine
inning-game and will travel to
Northeastern over the weekend.

: By John Kelley
When Gilbert Chapman was
named the new athletic director
five weeks ago, he stated that
finding a new basketball coach
was his number one priority.
The position still remains vacant, which brings up serious
questions about the university's
commitment to upgrading its
basketball program.
Ac the press conference
where his position was announced, Chapman said that he
hoped co fill the position within
thirty days, which was approximately May 1.
"Basically we would cry to end
.it I search for new coach I in two
weeks," Chapman said Wednesday from Toronto. "We have
already missed one deadline. We
are going slow to get the right
person."
Delays are very much a concern in the search for a new
coach because the team still has
three scholarships to fill for next
season. With the spring deadline only a week away, time is
running out to sign new recruits.
After May 12, players cannot
be signed until July.
Chapman is not concerned
about the deadline. "My understanding of the recruiting situation is that there were two
or three outstanding players
who were considering UNH,"
he said. "Those players have
committed to other universities
but it is questionable if we would
have gotten them anyway."
Only Pat Manor from Hudson
has committed to be a Wildcat
next season. "The big thing with
Pat was the engineering l department 1coupled with the face
he wants to play basketball,"
said Mike O'Neil, director of
athletics. "He will definitely
_contribut~ to the program." _
"Pac is ood exam le of
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someone we are looking for," · a job should offer."
Chapman said. "He is sold on
Hammel also said that salary
our academic program."
and the facilities were not a
Bur USC assistant coach Brian factor in him declining the job.
Hammel also stressed the im- "I chink it I salary I would be at
portance of having a coach in the same level with other
order to sign recruits. "I think coaches in the conference, " he
every prospect wants to know said. "I don't think the facilities
what coach they are going to are a problem. I wouldn't have
play for," he said. "Not having a problem bringing recruits in
a coach definitely secs you back there. I think the gym needs co
recruiting wise."
be made more attractive to a
The coaching spot appeared recruit."
to be filled two weeks ago when
Hammel's main suggestions
Chapman offered the job to were painting a Wildcat at
Hammel. He turned down the center court, hanging banners
job. It is believed one of the main of other team's in the conference
reasons Hammel declined the around the gym, and painting
job is the university would only the key a different color than
offer him a two year package the rest of the floor.
.
instead of a four year deal.
Chapman will not comment
Chapman did nor figure chat on the remaining candidates.
Hammel would accept the job.
Tom Sullivan, assistant coach
"Brian agreed to come in and at Seton Hall University, did
assess our program," ·Chapman acknowledge chat he was comsaid. "I wanted to use Brian to ing this weekend for an intergive us an evaluation of our view. "That is all I should say
program. It would have been at chis time," Sullivan said over
a long shot if he was interested the phone Wednesday. "My
in us."
feelings about the job are already
Hammel, who was contacted known."
by telephone, seems to disagree
Sullivan in the April 28
about the reason he came to Manchester Union Leader was
Durham . "I don't know what quoted as saying. 'Tm intetesred
he I Chapman l means by that," in the UN H job. Ir is a good job
Hammel said. "I would have to and I know I can do a good job
talk to Mr. Chapman to know. there."
I did not come there to be a
"I can bring players. I hav e
consultant."
a proven ability co recruit co the
After being asked if he was area and I think that is an
offered the job, Hammel would important aspect of improving
only say, "I had a nice meeting the UNH program."
with Mr. Chapman and Mr.
Jim Casciano, who resigned
O'Neil but some things I was as Sc. Michael's head coach
looking for were not at UNH. "
recently, is also believed co be
But in the April 28 edition coming to Durham for an inof the Manchester Union Lead- terview.
er, Hammel was quoted as
"This I NAC I is a coaching
saying. "It did not meet some conference," Chapman said .
of the specifications I had set "We want someone who has had
for the job. I did not want to
CHAPMAN, p.31
~om promise any of my_expectations as to what commitment
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B;:; eball snags ;~o winners in doubleheader vs Southern Maine University yeste~d;y. (Mikl
·
Parnham photo)

